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CI!APTKR I 
1NTRODUC1ION 
Purpo~e and Scope of the Stud! 
A recont survey among companies u~ili~ins compueors 
longer than five years revealed that 96~ of installations 
l 
are not paying off . This probably comes as a shock to the 
general public who have been led to believe that electronic 
brains are going to revolutionize record keeping and save 
business thousands of dollars . It is ~ore of a shock, how· 
ever, to people who are in the electronic data processing 
field to be told of sucb a high percentage of co~puter 
installation failures. 
The purpose of t his study is to explore tbe reasons 
for failures of companies who have installed computer s ystems . 
'Nhat are the mistakes most commonly made by these companies? 
Can these pitfalls be avoided and , if so , how? Are these 
installations actually failures, or can they be classified 
as successful by using a measuring yards~ick other than 
savings in money and poraonnel? How can a company plan its 
computer inatallation wisely so as to 1nsuro success? Thoeo 
aro ao~e of tho quoations to be discussed 1n this stud7. 
l Buainesa Auto~ation News Ronort , Nove~ber 19, 1962, 
p. l. 
l 
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Electronic data processing is little more than ten 
years old in the bus iness world, In the last few years the 
growth of this field has been phenomenal . One of the major 
reasons tor this has been the rapid improvements 1n equip -
ment design which have brought the price down while in-
creasing capacity at the same time . Early tube - type eo~puters 
rented for $40, 000 per month or more . Only large companies 
and tho govern11ent could afford to enter tho field by leasing 
or purchasing a computer . Approximately three years ago the 
market becL~e flooded with a l ater generation of transistor-
ized computers with high speed , versatile systems . This has 
made it possible for small and medium- sized co~panies to 
afford a computer ayateo at a monthly rental cost of as 
little as ,4 , 000 oor month . 
The seone of th1a study, therefore, will eneompass 
the problems confronting a med11J..'ZI: .. s1zed CO!Dpan.y about to 
plan for and install a co~?uter system for business data 
processing. A groat amount of EDP (electronic data proces -
sing) activity today , and planned for in the near future , 
seems to be in this area . No attempt wil l be made to explore 
problems of multiple-p l ant or ganizations because this gets 
into tho area of centralization versus decentralization and 
data transmission and all of its co~lex1t1ea . Furthermore, 
we will limit our analysis to manufacturinA concerns aa 
opposed to banka , utilities , retailing organizations, 
insurance companies, etc ., each of which should be studied 
by itself. Bach has its own peculiar sot of problems. 
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Also, the analysis will not attempt to consider scientific 
or engineering applications on a computer, nor tbe uee of 
computers for controlling production machinery aucb aa lathes 
or milling machines . To recap , this study will be limited 
to tho analysis of problema involved in a ain~le -plant, 
medium- oized, manufacturing organi~ation in the planning for 
and installation of a co~puter system for ita business data 
processing. We will investigate these proble~s from the 
initial l'easib111ty studies up tbrough the impler.>entation 
of the computer system in actual production, to include 
methods of evaluati.ng the project once col!lpleted. 
Sources and Case Studies 
As for sources of information in thle study , research 
has been conducted in trade magazines, texts on electronic 
data processing , and publications of consul~ing firms , 
co~puter manufacturers , and organizations such as the 
American Management Association . In addition, the experi-
ences of several companies, of the type defined above , will 
be used throughout the study. The writer has been directly 
associated with thaoe companies in their EDP offorts . Be-
cause frequent reference will be made to these companies 
for comparative purposes, it i3 felt that a summary or 
brief introduction of each at this point would familiari•e 
the reader with the problems which will be discussed . 
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Company A: 
7h1o eo~oanr omplo1o approxl~atoly l,SOO people and 
hao aaleo or about 30- 40 million dollars annually . In l9~g 
it became interested ln tho pooo1b111ty of 1natall1ng a 
computer aystam to~ ita business data nroeoaainp proble~s . 
At •}'let tiMe the eo:::rany t.acS a punched card equ1r:::.tr.t 1nstal -
lat1on on •~ieh it rroceeaed ~ay roll, produetl~n se:e6~1!~6, 
••l~s analysts, ar.d other account1n~ and pr~uet1cn control 
paper work . 7he reaaona tor eona1der1nv a COM~utor •~pear 
to amount to a bol1et that it could provide ~ana~o~ont with 
a better tool tor quickly analyzin~ the ecmper1y •s stntus 
and permitting timely and accurate decisions by manege~ent . 
Thia co~pany , in other words , took tr.a ~ore ambitious, total 
ayate~ approacn rather than a pleee~eal approach . (~e will 
dlacuss these two alternatives in detail in a later chapte~ . ) 
Aa of this writing , the company has had ita comouter system 
operational for about one year . The projeet, at thi$ noint , 
cannot be classified aa a success . Many problo~s were encoun-
tered ln ~he past threo 1ears during the plonnln~ and 1mple-
~•ntat1on phases . However , the project cannot be classified 
•• a failure either atnee not all appltca•lone have been 
ccxrrpleted. as yet . Original target dates were not :'1et and 
ao~e jobs are as l$te •• one year . It will be another year 
or ~wo before a thorou•h evalua tlon of the profl tab1l1 ~Y of 
tho ayste~ can effeotivoly be made . 
On the other hand , thia co=pany underwent a major 
:!l&naee' ent reortan1&at1on and alteration or ita product Uno 
during the planning and programming phases of i<s co~puter 
syste~ . It is not easy to oay whether this impeded or aided 
the project . Conversely , there are some instances where policy 
and procedure changes were rae111tated by having a co~puter 
system which ~ight have been impractical to 1mple:aent ·• ith 
the punched card equip,ent that the co:al)uter replaced. 
To $ummar1ze , Company A haa been operational on ita 
computer for one year . It attempted a very a.:abitioua, lnte .. 
grated date. processing syst·em , and for a number of reasons 
it waa not ready to implement the entire system at the ti=e 
of comnuter delivery a year ago . The eomeany is still l)ro-
gramming and testing parts of the originally designed system 
which will take another year to complete at the present rate . 
It had experience in EDP on punched card eQuipment Bnd such 
lesser equipment as paper tape producing devices for internal 
transmission of data . There was no previous exposure ~o 
computers, and the eo~pany attempted a extre~ely complex and 
highly integrated data processing system with an EDP staff 
which bad no experience in design of computer aysterrs or 
computer programming. 
Company B: 
This company employs several thousand people, and it 
has had a history of prosperity and sound financial status. 
Prior to installing its present computer system, it had 
quite oome time ago otarted using punched card equipment . 
It evolved into an IBM 650 which can be said to bo a stopping 
stone from punched card eQuipment to computer systo"s with 
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•&6net1c tape , rando• acceaa devices, and other high- speed 
oquip~ont . In acd1tion to this equip~ent , tho company was 
at111 using an IBX 1620 comnuter designed atrictly tor 
engineering computatlona . 
In contrast to Compan' A, this co=p•n1 had extensive 
experience in EDP prior to e~barkinR upon ita preaent 
com~uter systez project . Further:ore, it dio not a&te:pt a 
wholesale or total •J•t•~• approach , but eerely converted 
individual applicationa from the punched card equipment 
and !EX 650 over to tho now comnuter system . This project 
waa accompli shed i n a ahort period of time by a handful 
or programoera who had a fair de~ree or experience, partic-
ularly in pro@r~in~ tho IBX 650 which ia Akin to their 
preaent co~puter •J•t••• 
The companJ'a coaputer project can be called a 
aucceas in that it waa 1aple~ented on ti~e and without 
major problema . It ia debatable , however , aa to being a 
aucceaa in t er ms of util i z ing the cooputer ayatem to ita 
tull potential and capacity. In other worda , although 
Co=p&nJ A is rar behind achedule and besot with probloos , 
••entually it C&J aurpaaa Company B in ita utilization or 
the comouter ayst•m to •nhance the co~~anJ'• overall profit 
condition. More detailed comparisons will be m•d• in sub-
cequent chapters . 
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Company C: 
This company employs several thousand people . A 
leader in its field , it has had a history of success and 
hns beon progressive enough to survive a highly competitive 
market . As in Company A, its computer system waa preceded 
by a punched card installation which processed various 
accounting applications . 
/lith a product line of ita type , effective -narketing 
and distribution is a must for survival . Timely an•lysis 
of sales and inventorieDt therefore , are key factors . The 
company a year or so ago felt that its punched card equipment 
was no longer capable of accounting for its sales and inven-
tories so as to provide management with information soon 
enough to take timely action. It became interested in the 
potential of a computer system to handle this proble~ . 
Company C, in contrast to the other two co:npanies , 
ordered a computer to handle primari ly one application--
namely, sal es analysis . Other applications would be put 
on the computer at a later date s o as to realize as much as 
possible f r om the equipment . Tho co~pany approached this 
project with only a few inexperienced ~•n to do the computer 
progr~~ing . It assumed tho task of proeramrning the co~puter 
for sales analysis would take only aeveral nonths since this 
application was being processed by punched card equipment . 
It was further assumed that tho problom ·•as woll defined . 
Aa of this writing the company ia aL~ost six months 
behind schedule in the project and still is not ready for 
B 
production although tho co~nuter oqulp~ont hat boon 
!nlt&lled for &~OSt f!ve ~ontha . ~eference w1ll ~e Made 
!n tubaequen chapters to Cor.pany C ; o ahow what r,c~o~s 
hAve c l"trlbuted to its failure to =••t expected target 
datea and objectives . 
Slen1flcance of Electronic Data Proceaslne 
1'no above three compan!oa will be referred to 
throu~hout the following chapters in order to illustrate 
principle• to be discussed . Althourh results in electronic 
data procosalng during 1ts first t•n y•ara In the business 
world have been rat~er d1acoura~1nt to those who h~ve a 
tr ue appraisal , t~e ~~·er reels that there ia no MJStery 
to the l•rro n~ber or retlurea . There are basic ~~1ne1ples 
that, ~r followed, should insure success to a c~nany 
tryln£ to realtze the benefits of & CO~QUter . 7hese benefitS , 
that ia , the full potential of s computer system In a modlum-
o1zed company , cannot be realized without a price . The 
prtce that must be paid !s patience, pereeverance , and a 
real!atio approach . Unfortunately , many computer projects 
are undertaken by men with little or no previoua exnerience 
and with unjustified opt1m1s3 t~~t a co=outer ts an over-
nteht •olutton to all tte eomp&nJ'• prob:•~• · It ~ay well 
be the aol•.ltton, but no~ wtthout a lot or hard wori! by a 
t•a..., or talented, experienced speclallata wtth tt".e !"ull 
support or Management and ~ple time t o do the job ?~ope~ly . 
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:n :he rollo .. 1.nr ch&j)te!"s :."'e ··=-~ter hoocs :o 
oevelot) a s.:>und C\n.~roa• h fo:- c:o-;."'-nies ~o !'olll'lw tn the 
pl~nn1n~ , profr&m~1nF , and implementation or n co~puter 
system. Chapters Il through VIII will nnnly•• in detail 
the various sta~ea of such a project from reaslbllity 
study throu~h impleToentatton of the co~pu!er ays:e~ and 
post ... ~orte'l evaluation . ?inally, !n Ch.llpter IX the 
writer will atte1:pt to aun-r.uize thole analy1ee !n s·.lch. a 
wAy as to provide an outllne or yu1de tor manare~ent to 
follow in instnllinp eomouter syste~s . 
CHAPTER II 
SYS'n..'\1 ANALYSIS 
Importance ot Sys tem An&lY!i s 
A major contributory factor in the 96~ failure 
rate among computer users , d1acusse d 1n Chapter I , is the 
limited scope of application . The few co=paniea that have 
succeeded a re those who have gone beyond routine house -
keeping app l 1cat1ona aucn as payroll , i nventory control, 
accounts r eceivable, etc . and have used thoae as foun ~ 
dat1ons for a complete and integrated system of information 
reporting to manage~ent . 2 This should be the ultimate 
objective of all co~putor users . Computers hav6 the 
capability of providing infor ~atlon to management that 
cannot be hoped for with lesser EDP equipment or by manual 
means . \l ana@;OII1ont needs operational data delivered to 
them in capsule form , timely and accurate , to permit cor~ 
reet managemen t deeiaiona . In a large , complex organ1· 
zatlon only an electronic computer can rapidly collect, 
s~arizo , and interpret the mass of details ~equired as 
a basis for decisions . Most computer users today go only 
as far as collecting and summarizing data, and usually 
2 
p . l . 
Business Automation Ne ws Renort, Novomber 19, 1962, 
10 
ll 
only on a partial bali a . A well- planned co<nuter oyote:n 
can, if given all the tacta, go one step further and 
interpret the facta for mana~ement . Th1a interpretation 
conaiate of sifting a multitude of detaila for variations 
trom the norm or exceptlona in which a&nagement 11 pri-
marily interested . The aajority of EDP installations 
today apparentlJ use the ·d~p truckft ~etnod; t~at 11 , 
they unload a ~aaa of atatlatico and o~arl&od data and 
leave the interpretation to ~anage~ent .3 
Tnia capacity of a oomnuter to aboorb and interpret 
all details of a dynamic organization is revolutionary . 
A baoio principle abould be recognized, bowevor , at this 
poi nt - -na: ely , that a cos~uter io capable only or CollowL~ 
directions . A series or detailed step-bJ• step 1nstruct1o~a 
(prograa) =ust be Cod into tne coaputor alon~ with data 
that is to be proceaaed . The machine 1a no ~ore 1ntell1-
gent than the people pro~ramming Cor it . In order to map 
out auch progr~ing , a thorough and complete knowledge 
or all of the company•a paper -work ayate% ia required . 
Since it is rare to find a medium- sized co2pany that has 
ita coaplete paper flow or nervous S11te= doc~~•nted , it 
beco~•• necessary to under~o a thorough an&lJtlt . 
In analyzing a manufacturing or~anization in its 
entirety , the "system" concept is popular . The whole 
factory operation ia tho t 71tom and consists of a collection 
30 . Saith, •A Wew Era in Kan~•~ent", Business 
Aut~at1on, (Deco~bor, 1ge21, pp . 30-32, 
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of subsystems such as marketing , financial and accounting, 
production control , engineering, materials control, etc. 
The degree of integration of these subsystems, with the 
overall interests of the factory s ystem in ~ind, will 
determine how effective and succeaaful the organization 
4 
will be . 
Any company considering an integrated data 
processing system should not attempt it without flrat 
undergoing a complete system analysis . Such an analysis 
should prove profitable in either of two ways . First , 
it wi ll provide a complete and factual basis for t he 
l ater design of a computer - oriented system. Secondly , 
(and more significant) it will indicate if t~ere is any 
advantage in obtaining a computer . There have been instances 
wher e companies have discovered, through such preparatory 
system analysis , t~at by merely i mproving upon their present 
system and e l iminating i nefficiencies, they can substan~ 
tiall y enhance the company's mode ot operation without a 
computer . The importance or system analysis , therefore , 
cannot be overstressed. This is the very foundation upon 
which a computer system sbould be established . N1thout 
auch a foundation, any attemp t to design a computer · 
oriented, integrated management information system is a 
gamble. 5 
4s. 
Management , 
L. Opener , Systems Analysis for Business 
(New York : Prentice Ha l , l960), pp . 17- 19, 
5 
"Computers" , Business Week , June 21 , 1958, p . 18. 
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A prL»ary objective or syste: analysts aho•ld be 
to tlrat gatner fact~•l data on all p&Qer work wltain tbe 
or~an1~at1on , and then to correlate the separate operations. 
Often it will be discovered that much duplication exlsts ln 
the paper-work system, aa well aa unnecessary data being 
recorded , compiled, and aummart:ed . It 11 alao co~~on to 
dlocover through syate~ analyals so~e de~ree or 1nte~ratlon 
ln rra~ents wi tnln depart~enta, Cor ex~ple . 6 09tlmum 
1nteprat1on of ad21nlatrat1•• paper work s hould be the ob-
jeotlve of any organ1<ation . The sys tem analyala should 
be conducted with thla in m1nd ; that is , tho analysia should 
be comprehensive and complete so as to permit correlation 
and , later , integration of paoer- work functions . 
A baste obstacle to overco~• during thla analysis 
ata~a is tne scope or •agnitude of the analyata . Prior to 
the advent ot electronic data oroceaal~ eq~lp~ent, manual 
record keeping and reporting wlthln a =anufaoturlnR organ-
ization tended to grow like Topsy . 7 As activity and volume 
of paper work grew, tho 1ncreaao4 work load wae often handled 
bJ adding Qoro clarke , typewriters, adding machtnea , etc . 
The techniques of =•thoda &nelJaia, lo~ used on the pro-
duct1on floor , have onlJ recentlJ been eaplored to groat 
6 American Manage~ent Association , Eatabl1shlng 
an Inte~rated Data Proeoasing System, Special Report No . 11, {Now York : A~orican Wanagement Association, lGS&), p . 17, 
7 
American Managenent Association, Eatabl1ah1ng 
an Intagrated Data Proce1a1ng System, p . 16. 
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extent 1n the office . As companies grow in sl~e and 
complexity of opera t ion , more and more re l iance must be 
placed upon paper work as the media of co~munieatlons . 
The flow of repor t s, correspondence , ac counting schedules, 
etc . throughout the organization can be co~oared to the 
nervous system of a human being. The very life or t he 
organization depends upon the effectiveness or t his flow 
of paper work . This system, then, should be well planned 
and coordinated. If not, the Quantity and quality (effec-
tiveness) of the paper work may go completely astray. 
Total Systems Approach 
This brings us to the concept of total system approach 
to systeM analyaia . In later stages of automation, we find 
tho tor~ "1ntegrateQ data processing" more co~only u'ed. 
Tho two terms are similar in that they stress the whole 
rather than tho separate parts of a problem . This does 
not mean that integrated data processing is impossible 
without using equipment . Basic work simplification, inte-
gration or related operations, is quite possible and prot-
!table without application of machines . 
Integrated data processing is the effective 
production through the syste~atic orsan1zat1on of 
all related clerical routines , of a coordinated and 
uninterrupted flow of essential data (information) 
needed by manage~ent 1n8 its dec1s1on-mak1n~, control, and planning functions . 
8 American ~anage~ent Association, Establishing 
an Integrated Data Processing Syatem , p . ?. 
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Whenever the term "total ayatems" is used in this 
st~dy , it will be synon~ous with "totally integrated 
systems~ . In other words , reference 1a being ~ade to a 
data processing system in which optlm~~ integration is 
the goal . The opposite of this will be referred to as 
t he "piecemeal" approach wherein some integration is 
evident in portions of the data processing system; that 
la , the data processing reQuirements of a given company 
are not considered aa one syate~ . 
The writer is advocating the total system approach, 
in this st~dy, as being the approach which will most exploit 
the potentia l of the computer . The advantages of this 
approach lie in minimizing d~plieation of record keeping, 
reducing data processing equipment operating time, and 
thus speeding up tho prenaration of rep orts and acco~ting 
summaries . l4ore important, the total system approach tac1l-
1tates tho uso of the computer lo sophisticated applications 
such as sale! torecas~ing , production system model , and 
other forms of operations research which most experts ag ree 
ia tbe real payoff area for computers . 
The piecemeal approach, on ehe other hand , must 
face thia duplication of record keeping and does not permit 
1Qplementat1on or operations r e search. One point strongly 
in favor of the piecemeal approach, however , is in t erms 
of being practical. Tho total syatero approach is extremely 
difficult to undertake and complete successfully unless 
plenty of time and a !utticlent number of exoerienced 
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computer experts are applied to the proJect . As will be 
discussed in subsequent pages , the writer has found that 
mad1um - s1zed manufacturing eo~p&nies are unwilling to invest 
in such a staff and lack the patience to wait several years 
for the total system to come to fruition. If the company ' s 
management cannot be sold on this ideal approach, then 
the piecemeal approach should be taken with whatever man -
power is available , and depending upon target dates set 
for computer installation . 
Corporate Poli tics 
Why do companies fai l to go throueh tho prelim-
inaries of system analysis before embarking upon a computer 
installation? Some probably fai l to recognize its impor -
tance . Others pe r hAps are unwil l ing to expend the time , 
manpower, and ooney for such a project, and are willins 
to gamble . This raises the question of who makes such 
decisions and wh,y . \\'e no-w get into the ramtficatlona 
of polities within the organization. 
The prospects of a computer and an integrated data 
processing eyetem are progr essive and have a certain romantic 
appeal, as well . As a result , the more alert and forward -
looking members of management 1n an or€&roizet1on try to 
get ~on the band wagon" . Theae 1nd1v1dusls are frequently 
controllers , treasurers, ayatema and procedures managers , 
etc . who have been with the company for a number of years . 
Because of their vintage, experience , and education, they 
have worked up throUEh some field other than electronic 
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data processing . Because EDP (and particularly computers) 
1a in ita infancy, it is rare to find a member of manage -
ment , with seniority in the company , who has a knowledge 
of what it takes to properly plan for , program, and install 
a computer system. rhere is usually a scramble among such 
individuals to secure apnroval from top management to 
establish an EDP function and to be appointed manager of 
the same . In order to Cf.pture this"plurJ': these individuals 
frequently make ta.ntal1z1ng proposals to top management 
{assisted by computer salesmen) , accompanied by estimates 
of attractive dollar savings and benefits, which often 
have no factual basis . In making such proposals to top 
management , these individuals may unwittingly put themselves 
in a trap . Top manageoent, in approving the computer pro-
ject , expecta promises and commitments on savtngs and target 
dates to be met . The manager of the newly organized EDP 
depart~ent soon finds he has •a tiger by the tall" when 
he sets out to design and implement a fully integrate~ 
computer eystem . 
Members of top management. faced with a decision 
of th!a nature, would do well to aeeure the guidance ot 
a reputable EDP consulting firm if there is a lsck of 
experienced men on their own staff . This move is pref-
erable also to that of accepting the free services of 
computer salesmen to conduct feasability studies . The 
latter may spend at most several month$ in residence with 
a company prior to oubm1tt1ng a proposal. Aside from the 
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fact that their approach is not objective, their sojourn 
ia oeldo: long eno~h to co=plete a thorough analysis , 
Another pol itical proble~ in a company atout to 
conduct a co=pleto ayatem analyais is vested or aelfish 
lnteresta of staff member• and department heads . A tact-
f1nd1n~ aurvey, which ia an early atage, ia uaually met 
with rea!stanee . Thia 11 because or the 1nat1nct1ve tear 
ot 1neft1c1enc1ea being dlacovered , aa well aa the pos-
oibility or jobs being eliminated aa runetiono ore stream-
lined or done away with. Thia reslatane~ ~akea the task 
or complete ayatom analyeie an extremely difficult one, 
The degree of difficulty in system analysis depends 
largely upon who doea it . It the survey ia perfor:od oolely 
by a starr of anal7ata reporting di r eetl7 to the co.pan7 
bead , then operational , line auoer•taora, depart~ent heads , 
tore~en , etc . tend to withhold 1n~orzat1on . On tho other 
hand , i f the s urvey and analysis is spreed among tho oper -
ational personnel themaelves , t he objec t ive interests of 
the over-all company will ouJfer at the oxpenee of selfish 
interests . Neuachel teel1 that a compro~iae ~· the answer--
nL~oly , a team effort or central starr and operational 
9 lovol enalyata . Certain func•iona in e monurocturinr 
Orf·an!ution can justify a procedures analyait ataff of 
their own . Other functions can be handled oy a central 
a1aff of analysts . The accounting and production control 
9 R. 
(lie .. York : 
F. !.eu•chel , 
lloCraw !!ill , 
Streamline Bua tneaa Procedures , 
hso) , PP · s. -~7 . 
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departmenta, for o.xa:nple, are key func tiona and require 
good d1scipl1ne and established procedures . (See 
Illustration 1) . 
Important to the success ot a system analysis by 
such a joint staff is the cooperation of the operational 
people . In addition to utilizing analysts from koy depart -
menta during the survey , it is important to let the entire 
organltation feel that they are eontributlns tot he project . 
This is quito important later during tho design of a now 
computer- oriented system. All parties concerned should 
be made to feel that they have been part of the project 
r ight from the beginning. Human rela tions , then , iS of 
vital Importance to the computer system installation project 
beg!~~ing with this embryonic stage of system analysis 
and continuing throuth all stagea, as we wi ll see . 
At this oo1nt , it is 1nterest!n£ to take a look 
at one of our caao studies . Company A, which is the only 
one ot the three to attempt an integrated system on its 
computer , went through a rather superficial system analysis . 
The majority of analysis was performed by one individual--
the manager of systems and procedures reporting to the~ 
Controller . Although this individual possessed an unusual 
and comprehensive underatand10f of the eompany•s operations , 
it is presumptuous to expect one man ~o carry in his mind 
all the details of data processing requirements in a 
medium-sized organization . Furthermore, being a member 
of the Control ler's staff , his Views tend to be oriented 
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towards accounting and financ ial proble~a, with the result 
of overlooking or undorestv>ating problema and details 
tn other areas such as 9roduct1on control . In tha later 
atages ot com?uter tmple~entatlon , this lack or co~plete 
and unbiased syste~ analysis was soon apnarent . Por 
example , difficulties arose in trying to establish master 
files on magnetic tape for the computer syste~ because 
or inadequate analysis . Also, as the com?uter started 
turning out reports, department heads suggested additional 
information they would l ike to have which should have been 
considered earlier during oystem anal ysis . 
Personnel Requirements 
We discussed earlier in this chapter ohe political 
problells ·•ith1n a man11fac~ur1n.g organ1z~t1on wllich can 
pose a problem in any across · the - board analysis of tno 
entire company . Also, we have seen that the approach or 
scope ot the project often is limited; that is , a total 
system or integrated data processing system concept , unfor-
tunately, is seldom pursued . Assuming that these two 
pitfalls are avoided , there is another danger area. This 
is the selection of personnel to do the job. An effect ive 
factory syste~ analysis requires an unusual type of person . 
lie must , first of all , be a diplomat . liith all the tech• 
n1cal competence in the world as a paper-~ork sys~ems 
engineer , i f the analyst cannot win the cooperation of 
department heads and other operational people in providing 
complete and factual data , hlo technical competence -.ill 
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be greatly hampered . A groat deal or resistance is 
usually mot by analysts who must conduct fact-finding 
survey~ which is an initial phase of system analysis . 
Department heads , foremen, supervisors , and the like are 
often too busy to spend time answering the analyst'• 
questions . Furthermore , thoro ia a re l uctance on th&tr 
part to reveal completely their internal operations to 
an outsider (analyst) who ~ay pass on their weaknesses 
and faults to upper manago~ent . And lastly, a syste~ 
analysis implies so~• later changes or innovations which 
may result in personnel reductions, reorganizations, and 
empires lost . The analyst, therefore , must usa tact and 
diplomacy in order to first gain acceptance and cooperation 
from these people . He must overcome thoir resistance . 
Ke must also have the ability to maintain a working rela-
tionship with them for the duration or the analysis, or 
surve~ for he will find it neeasaary to return for sub -
sequent interviews until he gets all the facts. 
In addition to being a diplomat , tho analyst must 
have the technical competenco to know what 1nrormat1on 
he is looking for , how to record it , interpret it , and 
document it ror later analysis by himself and others . In 
a manutaeturing organization , this means a sound knowledge 
of such functions as production control , inventory control, 
scheduling, engineering releases , procurement , etc . The$e 
areas must be familiar to the analysts, individually , or 
collectively as a team. They need to know not only the 
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te~inology and concepts of these functional areas , but 
they must bo so thoroughly familiar that they are able to 
know whether they have obtained the whole picture or are 
still missi ng some of the facts . 
The type of person r equired for system analysis 
1a an unusual comb ination of di plomacy and thorough under-
ntsnding of the detailed operations of tho manufacturing 
organization. Such a person is rare and difficult to find 
ln an age of specialization such as ours . Usually a 
company will find it necessary to work on a to~ concept 
by buildi ng a staff of analysts who are all diplo~ats 
i nd ividually , but who col lectively have the technical 
competence to cover analys i s ot all aspects of the company, 
Since in most instances the system analysis must 
be conducted by a staff or team of analysts , there is a 
requirement for supervision of the group . This necessitates 
a more highl y skilled supervisor than found in a specialized 
operati onal position such as foreoan , staff specialist , or 
department head . 
The Job of s tarr i ng and supervising a team for 
the purpose of factory system analysis , then, is a major 
problem confronting a manufacturing coropany that i s con-
sidering this vi tal first step (sys~o~ analysis) in prep-
Gration for designing a computer system. 
Object i ves of System Analys i s 
Thus far we have discussed the importance of system 
analysis and tho aooociated problems . Assuming that the 
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problema of corporate politics , scope of the analysis , 
and personnel staffing are resolved , how does the company 
go about syste~ analysia? Nnat are the objectives and 
techniques to be empl oyed? 
In this s t udy the writer is concerned with system 
anal ysis as a necessary and vital preliminary p~ase prior 
to des1 ~n and installation of a compute r system . This 
does not mean that tho system analysis oust necessarily 
be followed by installation of a computer . ~ne analysis 
should be conducted objectively and thoroughly as a detailed 
tact - finding 1nvest1~at1on . Such analysis should reveal 
duplication of effort , i nefficiencies , etc . in the flow 
of information throughout the f a c tory system. Often 
1morove~ents , integration , and cost reductions can be made 
without the application of a computer or any other data 
processing equip=ent . It i s not unco~~on , however , for 
a company , infatuated with the prospect of a com~uter , 
to conduct a ., feasibility s t udy" . Tnis all too of~en is 
not a co~plete and objective system analysis . !he parties 
involved merely gather par t ial facts and figures to show 
a potential for do l lar savings and cost reductions . 
The objectives of the system analysis, then , should 
b& to gather information on !!! or tho paper-work functions 
in the factory s ystem and to relate all of these functions 
so as to s ee the factory sys~em or total syste~ . One writer 
lists the following as objoetiveo : 
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1. Seeing the org&nization as a whole rather 
than as sections or parts . 
2 . Tracing the flow ot information from the 
initial point within the co~pany to the 
point of final ac~ion within the comnany . 
3 . Looking for eases of comMon use of the 
s~e data . 
4. Determining t~e time requirements for the 
processing or transactions . 
s . Determining management'J desires on tho 
installation of the data processing system. 
6 . Selecting machines and methodi to meet the 
company ' s tota l requirements . 0 
The above objectives are listed in the order in 
which they should be approached . Ao discussed above, it 
step 5 comes first ; that ia , it a computer is decided upon 
as the obJective prior to performing system analysis , then 
tho L~alys11 1~ not completely obJective . The tendency 
would be to analyze only tar enough into the co~pany 1 s 
data processing requirements to Justify the computer . 
Al though this does not preclude meeo1ng tho objective 
(a computer) , i t does minimize the possibility of arriving 
at a totally integrated sy•tem. 
Anotner objective should be included hero . Not 
only should tho existing paper work be accounted for and 
analyzed , bu~ alao the analysts should l ook for functions 
in tho factory system not controlled by paper work which 
possibly should be . It is Just as important to l ook for 
10R. G. Canning , Electronic Data Processin~ for 
Business and Induatrx , (New York : John Wiley & Sons , Inc . , 
1959) , p . 137. 
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excessive or dupl1cate4 paper work . v~eh trouble can arise 
when eo~~unlcatlon 11 verbal ana not supported by written 
records . 
Tochn!gues of ~Y•£•~ Analysis 
As fo~ tec~nlques of ays~em analya1a, one finds 
a ~reat variety, ran~lng tr~ the superficial to the elab-
orate. Some co~pantea eatabllah standard proceoures for 
conduc~l~g toe analyala; wne reaa, oLhera leave tne techniques 
to the analysts . A a one wr1 t·er puts 1 t, "ke thoda analysis 
11 81 much an art aa i t 1a a acience."ll Since system 
analysis ia so~ewh&t an art , the techniques , as ln art , 
will vary . SlmllarlJ aa in art , there are good an~ bad 
techniques and, there1'ore, successes aa w ll as failures .. 
At th!s point it lo 1ntereatlnp to look at the 
approach to system analyais which our three caae studies 
have taken . Illustration 2 provides a co~oarattve ~~~ary 
or the approach taken by the three eo~panies . Th~ wrl~er 
feels that none of thoae companies conducted an adequate 
ayste~ analysis . In each ease the study waa lncooplete . 
Cos~any A perh~oa waa tne aost thoro~h. However, 1t was 
not oojectlve Ln tnat it enc02passed only thole areas in 
wh1ch it was aaa~Toed the co~~uter could be utilized. It 
waa, therefore , bialtd to the extent of possibly over-
looking some additional areas in wh1eh the computer might 
11a. Limber~er, "Information ~an•e•~•nt" , Syateoa 
Management, Xovember 1962, p . ? . 
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~Ave been utilized. or poaa1bly s~e areaa wr~ch could 
t-.ave been integrated with the preconceived com.,.·uter system. 
Comoany C'a ayatem analysis waa .ore of a 
feasability study which leaned heavily on tho biased 
aorvices of the com~uter manufacturer and concentrated 
on one applica~lon prlmarlly· -naoely , aalea analya1a . 
Cocoany 5 was not really a ays~eo ar.olysia but a study 
ot how to merel7 convert part of the oreaent ayate= from 
one type or data proceae1np equip~ent to another . 
One of the moat extensive and effective approaches 
to system analysis known to the writer is that token by 
a divieion of a large electronics firm . 1he analysis was 
pertor~ed tor the tollowln~ reasons : 
l . ..·o gather 1nfor~at1on on preaent policy a.r.d 
proced~r•• tbrouEhout the dlvta•on . 
~ . To ~ather aa~ple terms , reoorta, plus any 
~~itten proce~urea in existence . 
3 . To comt' ile atat1st1cs on paper-work volumo3 , 
clericel costs , etc . 
4 . To standardize and streamline peper-work 
operationa . 
5 . Io eatobl!ob a centralized policy and 
procedures zanual . 
6 . To aotabl!oh a tor=a control propram. 
7. 'Io lnltlll data proce.!sinp eQu1p~ont w:.ore 
autooatlon ••• proven to be Juat1fied by 
analya1a . 
The ayat•m analyoio , then was truly an objective 
&nd complete a.nalya11 . At•ter its completion, certain areas 
were d1aeovered •herein a co=tuter could be a plied so as 
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to reall&e sa•inga . In •any eases, less exrenalve equip~eot , 
ouch as punched card tabulot1ng equ1p~ent , paper tape producing 
typewriters , photocopy ~achinee , was adequate to optimize 
paper- work operations . In other eases , simply improving on 
manual methods realized oav1nga . 
This company conducted the analyala over a period or 
one year wltC a te~ ot about a do~en men . The team conslated 
or apec1al1ats in acco~tlns, eng1neer1n~, eanu ~aeturtng, and 
data processing. Tho technique employed •ao to conduct thor -
ou~h tact - finding survoyo ~nd to gather eamplea of every piece 
ot paper wor k in exietence . Depar tmental operations were 
covered one by one . A ayate= of cbartin, paper flow was the 
moot effective tool uood b7 the te~ . Thio waa valuable be-
cause it related !!! paper -work operationa and revealed an, 
operations which eight have boon overlooked. 
Tho analyotl worked indivi duolly or ln ~roupo and 
proceeded 1n the following manner : 
l . AcQuainted themse l ves with key peroonnel in the 
department or orea to be analyzed in order to 
determine who really knew what wa1 ~oing on . 
2 . After lnterYiewing key personnel, prepared a 
ruoctlonal tlow chart 0~ the 4epart~ent opera-
tiona . Th11 reYealed wha~ D&per work was 
necoaaary to a~1n1e~er what the deparL~ent 
did . (See Illuotration ~~ 
~ . The nex t atep was to construct, around the 
framework or the functional char~ , a flow 
chart of paper work . Aa tbia waa done , 
sampleo of all paper work and any existent 
written procedures were gathered alonr with 
work•load otatistica . 
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4 . Each departmene was analyzed in the above 
fashion until the whole division was 
completely anal y • ed . 
5 . The team then r etur ned to their home ofC1ce 
and correlated all or this data and compiled 
a reference library consisting of flow charts , 
sample tor~s , costs , work loads , volu=es, etc . 
The flow charta were all cross referenced which 
was a massive u.nderta.k1ng . However , when com-
pleted, this provided detailed docQ~entation of 
the complete operations and papor work ot the 
ent!ro division. This proved to be extremely 
valuable for analysis and design of new data 
processing methods . 
6 , Finally , the team set about improving uoon 
methods by streamlining manual clerical 
operations and installi n g various types of 
data processing equipment where justified . 
Some of the tools used by this team are shown 1n Illus-
trations 3 - 7 . This approach to sys tem analysis is quite 
ambitious and time consuming ; however , it was comolete and 
objective . It was conducted for the purpose of improving 
the eo~?&ny's operations in general in whatever way seemed 
most practical . There was no preconceived idea of installing 
a computer or any other data processing equipoent . The 
three companies which we are usi ng as ease studies , on the 
contrary , first decided they wanted a computer and then 
conducted a hasty and superficial system analysia in order 
to justify the computer . Th1s , in the judge~ent of the 
writer , is one of the major pitfalls and reasons for so many 
computer project failures . Although Co~~any A conducted the 
most extensive syste~ analysis of the three (see Illustration 2), 
it was by no means complete . One reason for this is the cost 
in manpower , money , and time tor conducting a thorough and 
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SAMPLE FLOW CHART SYMBOLS 
(Source : Procedures ~anual , Raytheon Comoany, Dec . l959) 
PtiRCi!ASE 
ORDER 
( T!ME CARD I 
( 237 ) 
<]-- --
<l- - - --{> 
Documen~ , report , record, etc . 
Punch Card . 
Paper tape , mag:ne tic tape , etc . 
Chart reference , source or 
destination. 
To File . 
Operation scation on flowchart 
such as posting, checking, etc . 
Creation of a document or posting 
or one document eo another . 
Cross reference between documents . 
Forward , transmittal , etc . 
No furohor flow (case closed) 
S~'BJ : r'unceional Chart 
AREA : Shop 
REQUISITIO~ 
CHANG.oS - -
:GfriOJS 
llE~LO?II. N r 
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PH.E -
~LA~I!HNG 
l 
WORK 
!iAQ~tS!T!ON 
PHOCtSSH!G 
'----~ SCHEDULING 
l 
J 
lNSPI:.C'l' 
rtAI\.E UPS 
c~o~EOUTS 
CHAR':' NO : t';?l 
l 
DATE : 3-4-59 
TO~LS 
PrtOCil.ill4oN! 
1 
I 
I 
~ - - - _, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--- -
_J 
Source : Pr ocedures t.an-4&1 , r~aytheon Co:':loar.y , lioc . 1~5~, 
~hio1t '?' . 
SUBJ : Paper Flow Chart 
AKEA : Shop 
ENGI N!.ElllNG 
Rf.Lt.ASE 
3 
SCHEDULE: 
?LAN 
4 ~ DUE DATE 
----..... FLYER 
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CHART NO : P5 
R..:.V!S!ON : 0 
DAll:. : 3 · 15- 59 
,- -- ~ 
v I 
PREL!>!!NA!!¥ I 
LOA~ 
(Shop Methods) 
l. Code Release 
List 
2 . Forward to 
Planning 
(Planning) 
) . Review, code 
make or buy 
h. Pr epare Flyer 
(1 co PH!>Lh!!NAR. I $. LOAD Revise Pr~lim-
I lnary Load 
6. Di s t ribute 
7 
I 7. Cool"'dlna ee make 
'----t>-- -- ..J or buy 
P2 
Source : Procedures .\;,e.nual , r:a.; t:'l:eon Co~pany , Lee l9~:u, t.xhloi t B. 
SUBJ : Statistical Sum~ary 
AREA : Purchasing 
SUBJ..CT 
Purchase Req' a 
Production Control 
Shop 
Test Methods 
Assembly 
Order Control 
Tool Control 
Wlscellaneou$ 
Purchasing 
Purchase Orders 
Recei vlng 
Incoming Lots 
Receiving Re~ores 
Inspection 
Material riejection Reports 
Vendor rtejeet1on Notices 
Reworks 
lnventory Contr ol a. 
Ac ti vi ty Ccds 
Balance Cards 
*(Machine Accounting poroon 
Inventory Control - 15 
I 
!LLUST1lAr!OS 6 
CHART NO : SlO 
iU:.VIS! ON: 2 
DAT!. : 3010- 59 
l:;ST!l!A r;,o CLEri!CAL 
MO. AVE . P~ri SO!IN.:.L 
1!.500 25 
1200 12 
egg 3 3 
100 2 
50 2 
210 
( 700:) ) 
.5400 22 
13,200 20 
20, 900 
2500 
107.5 
18 
200 
70 ,00:) 
40 ,000 
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el on 
Source : Procedures ~tanual , Raytheon t.ompany, il&c 1959 , e x hio1 t F 
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Sort 243 
Compute Usage 161 Compute Usage 76 
Annotate Spart~IJ 1 ,605 Annota to !:~pares 1,60$ 
Arrange by Syabo1 ~82 ~eypunch/Verify 36 
Type 1 , 05 LiSt by Macn1no 9 
Runoff and Collate 403 
Annot.a~e L and ~ 2 , 711 Annotate L and 31 2 , 711 
Annotate Markup 7 Annota ~o :.!arkap 7 
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objective system analysis . The large electronics company 
discussed previously {whic h is not one of our three case 
studios) had ample funds and an intelligent top management 
that sanctioned the system analysis . ~edium•sized manu· 
facturing eo~~an1es apparently are reluctant to conduct such 
an extensive system analysts . The writer, however , feels 
that this is a big mistake . Such companies should nevor 
consider a computer ..-.·1 thout first determining how their 
present paper -·.vork system works in detail and what 1t costs . 
PurtherQore , an 1ntesrated data processing system on a 
computer is doo=ed to almost certain failure unless preceded 
by an exhaustive system analysis . As was discussed in 
Chapter I , tho majority of co~puter installations are not 
paying off (that is , not realizing the full potential of the 
computer) because they did not effectively integrate all of 
the c~~pany • s paper- work functions . 
Sellins Management 
One of the major problems confrontine any project or 
undertaking in a company is the task of obtaining and keeping 
the support of top management . Because of co~~unications 
proble~s and due to the complexities of a manufacturing 
organization , it is rare to find a top manage~ent that fully 
comprehends all the detailed operations of the organization . 
They are forced to rely upon recommendations of staff momoers 
and middle ~anage~ent . The latter muat , therefore , do a 
good job of selling their policies and prooosals . 
3? 
It is especially important for top manage~ent to 
support a system analysis projeeta Such a oroject involves 
every aspect of the company ' s oper ations . Many personnel 
will obstruct such a survey , as mentioned earlier . It ia 
vital , therefo~e , that top manageoent support the analysts 
and give t hem full authority t o secure information and 
cooperation throughout the company . 
One method of appl ying this principle is to prepare 
a written notice or bulletin, for the signature of the top 
members of management , in which th& purpose and nature of the 
system analysis is explained. Thi s notice should direct all 
personnel within the company to cooperate with analysts 
duri ng the system survey. The writer had experience on such 
a project which met 'Ni t h much opposition until such an author -
itativa di~aetiva was widely published . 
Importance of nri~ten Polici and Procedures 
lt is a fair ly well accepteo fact tr.at one of the 
major probl em$ of a modern cor poration is that of oo~un1~ 
cations . Co~~unications can be either ver bal or written . 
In the case of verbal communications th6re is much danger 
of ~1sunderstand1ng and a l so or the co~unicated idea oeing 
f orgotten. Por this reason , enl ightened administrators 
realize the i~portance of putting agreements , polic] de -
cisions, procedures , o~c . in writing. The format of this 
written co~un1oation varies considerably . Coapany A, for 
example , relies heavily on memos as a com~unlcations media. 
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These are usually l ost or discarde~and ~hero i s no convenlont 
method for filing or indexing by subject matter . Coopaniea 
B and C rely heavi ly on verbal communication and memos . The 
writer feels that all ~hree companies have had problems in 
their computer pr ojects because or poor co~unieations be-
t ween t he data processing department and other departments . 
It is felt that at the time of system analysis, there 
is an ideal opportunity to establish a collection of written 
policies and procedures or to update and enhance any policies 
and procedure• already in wri ting . A system of written pol -
icies and procedures is of vital importance to a l l departments 
within a coooany and especially important to the group which 
1s responsible for designing, documentinF , and implementing 
a computer syste~ . 
To review what we have discussed in this chapter on 
system analrs1s , we have covered the importance of system 
analysis , corporate polities , total system versus pioce~eal 
approach, personnel requirements , objectives and techniques , 
selling management , and the importance of wri t ten policies 
and procedures . The point that tho writer has tried to 
stress here is that a co~pany should not atte~pt to nosign 
and install an integrated data processing system on a co~putor 
without first determining precisely what the pr esent paper-
work systeo consists of and document i ng this in a de tailed 
and comprehensive mL~er . As one writer points out , ignorance 
of present procedures is one of the seven ~ajor pitfalls of 
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designing electronic data processing syscems . l~ Another 
writer summari~es the importance of system analysis as 
follows : 
The s ystems study, a imed at determining a company•s 
specific require~ents for a data processing system is a 
most important phase or the overall nrogram •••• r~ 
is likely that the overall program for installing an 
electronic da~a processing system will require trom 
l t - 3 years ; e l iminating or postponing the system study 
probably would not reduce the overall time by very much, 
and on the other hand , might wel l cause1! loss of money and efficiency in the resulting system. 
The reader may wonder why 11 ttle reference has been 
made to the t..,.ree companies selected as case studies . Thi s 
1a because we have been d1scuaa1ng only the preparations for 
a computer system. Since none of the three underwent any 
significant aoount ot system enalysis , there is little value 
in referring to them at this point . The only note of Interest 
here is that all three conducted a very superficial system 
analysis ; and in each case their computer system was not well 
designed , with only one of them co~ing close to an integrated 
system . The wri ter , t herefore , has had to rely prioarily upon 
secondary research in this area . In later chapters on sched-
uling , personnel training , programming, and implementation, 
we will take a closer look at these tr~ee companies since all 
three have gone through these phaaea , and some interesting 
observations can be made . 
12 L . R. Flock, Jr ., "Seven Deadly Dangers in EDP", 
Harvard Business Review , ~ay - June , 1962 , p~ . 88- 96 . 
13 Canning , Electronic Data Processing for Business 
and Induatry , p . 160. 
C~APTE~ Ill 
THE DECISION 
Evaluation of Syste~ Analysis 
In the preceding chap~er, system analysis, or 
layin$ the founda~ion, was discussed . In this chapter 
we will look into the process by which a medi~~·stzed 
manufacturing company evaluates its analysis and decides 
upon whether or not to secure an electronic computer. Tho 
next chapter will discuss system design- - that is, desi~ of 
a new paper - work system in which tho co~puter Will play a 
maJor role . It is important to point out nero that tnore 
is not a sharp dividing line between those phases . System 
analysis, the dec1s1on1 and system design, respectively, 
are the seQuential steps in a general sense . There usually 
will be some overlap and so~e back tracking . In the process 
of making a decision on a eo~puter, for example, thore must 
be a phase of initial or general system design in order to 
see if a oom?uter is feasible . Later in the system design 
phase , the system will be designed in deta!l , considering 
not only management 's information require~ents , but also 
the unique capabilities of the particular computer which 
is selected. Conversely , it is inevitable tnat it will be 
necessary during detailed system design that ao~e follow · up 
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ayatea analyala will be neceaaary to auoply a1as1n~ 
lnfor=atlon overlooKed previously . Thia , or course , 
dopenda upon how thorough tho aysto~ analyala waa per-
formod . Thus , durin~ tho phase of reac hinR a dociaion , 
a c~oany will find ltaolt reverting to additional systen 
an&lJals a~d perror.tng an 1n1tial , ge~eral arate~ destgn . 
Ateer a thoro~~h and object!•• faet-tln~lng s~ve7 
has been perfor~ed throu~hout the co:n&ny , th11 ~ass ot data 
auat be interpreted and evaluat.ed . This will be preatly 
facilitated if tho 171tom analysts was performed efficiently 
in terms of clearly documenting and tilin~ tho data . As 
mentioned 1n tho provioua chapter, one of t ho moat effective 
tools in dissecting and correlating the paper work w1th1n an 
or,anization is tbrou-h tho use of flow cnarea . 
~here are numeroue techniques for tlow char~ing 
paper work . One auch technique , shown in Chapter II , was 
that usoa oy a largo oloceronics firm (Soo Illustrations 3 - &) , 
System analysis could be a topic for a atudy by itself. How-
eYe r, the writer doea not wieh to puraue thla 1n too much 
detail . Xany ~ood texts are aYallable on ayate~ analysis and 
e•aluation techniQuea . Wh&te•er technique la chosen ahould , 
first , provide the ayatem analyats with an e&IJ•to·uae cetboa 
of charting and correlating all of the data collecteo;and 
secondly , tho method of proaenting the data must be auch that 
top management ( who aro not trained syatem analyats) can 
readllJ understand and tollow the flo• cnarta and ot~Ar 
recor~ed data . ~hla latter potnt is extre~ely l~oor~ar.t 
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later when proposals are made to management on new data 
p~oeeaslng systems . 
One writer stresses the importance of using flow 
charts during the evaluation of system analysis as follows : 
Preparation of charts showing the major oaths of 
information flow and the important excentions can provide 
insight to planners evaluating the potentials of elec· 
tronlc data processing . . .. In viewing this chart 
we must bear in mind that it represe~ts present nroce-
dures . Elec~ronic data processing would not and should 
not duplicate these procedures with new equlp~ent . 
Rather , tho capability of the equipment determines what 
procedures would be feasible and what controls are needed . 
Computers are not just better tools for doing today' a 
job . Their optimum application requires rethinking of 
procedures in the liFht of information needs . Nhile 
present procedures nrovlde the basis for starting co~­
puter evaluat1on1 they must not serve as limits for that evaluation. 4 
There is one other tool Ysed by system analysts 
which tho writer considers . along with flow charts, a val -
uable and often overlooked means of correlatlng data . This 
is the technique of using a grid for showing the various 
forms upon whieb given items or information are reflected 
in the present system. (See Illustration 8) This tcol is 
especially valuable in showing the e~tent of duplication of 
data on numerous forms . This duplication may be found , in 
many cases , to bo unnecessary . Some improvements may be 
possible by revising clerical operations and redesiFning 
forms so aa to realize economies and savings . FurtherMore , 
if a eom~uter system is to be designed , one of the major 
advantages is tho ability to consolidate different records 
14 
H. S . Levin, Office tlork and Automation , (New York: 
John Wiley« Sons , Inc . , 1958) , pp . 80- 82. 
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which haYe much common information . The data grid , tnen, 
11 or partlculer val~• . fir st , in detera1n1ng the poten~lal 
tor atreaml1n1ng via o. cornputez· 1ystem and , secondly , tor uae 
in the later , detailed design or tiles tn ~r.e c~~ter syste~ . 
There are other tools and techniques for eorrela~ing 
and eveluatinp the data col lected durin~ system analysis . 
Plow ehart1n~ and data ~rids ~~ve been mentioned aa two or 
the most uaeful and c~~only overlooked techniques . rhe 
point to be atressed here is that if a comPany spends a 
great &J:::I.Ount or the and cone1 pertor::~lm.• a thoroueh SJstem 
anal7sia (which it ohould do) , tbio effort ia waottd unleoa 
good technl~uos are Yled to correlate and eveluete tho ~ass 
ot date that r~a been collected. 
Coat Con11~ora~ 1ono 
'No have boon d1acuos1ng the ieporttnee ot tyateo 
analysis , techntquea , and e valuation of present sy1te~s . 
What is the purpose in oll thiot Beyond t ho objocttvo of 
1~pro•1nF upon present proceduret , and poaalbly 1natall1ng 
an electronic data proceaaing 171te~ . ltel t~~ trYt and ulti-
mate r eason for all th1•--namely , to e nhance the overall 
profit positlon of tht cocp&DJ. In order to reall&t this in 
torma ot 1=prov1ng upon the 1ntorma&1on flow within a company , 
we have two approachea . Pi rst , we c an provide more meaningful , 
acour&t·e , and co::prehena!ve 1ntoraat1on to ~an&£8!""ent in atoch 
a form as to permit earlier and more accurate ~ec1a1ona and 
action which ahould enhance the company• a overall efficiency. 
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Second , we can reduce the costa of the present system of 
gathering and interpreting this information. We should be 
interested in both objectives, of course. The first, 1m-
proving on management in.formation , is impossible to evaluate 
in terms of dollars as there are too many elusive intangibles. 
1he second objective, that of reducing paper-work costs , 
contains both tangible and intangible elements . It is tho 
tangible elements of costs which we will discuss next . 
It is almost unbelievable tbat a company should ignore 
the element of costa in considering an electronic data proc-
essing syetem. This was the ease, however, in some half dozen 
computer installations wi th which tho writer is familiar. In 
the throe ease studies which have been selected , l ittle or 
no attempt was made to determine at least the tangible costa 
of the present paper-work system. I n each 1nstance,the only 
cost analysis made was a comparison of electronic data proc -
essing equipment rental prices. All three ec~nanies utilized 
punched card tabulating equipment pr ior to orderin~ a magnetic 
tape computer ayate~ . The cost analysis was limited to a 
comparison of equipment rental costa . The lower equipment 
costs of the proposed computer system were enhanced by intan-
gible benefits oueh as faster reporting . The tangible coats 
of manual document preparation outside of the data processing 
function were ignored. The total tangible coats of the 
present system should be co~pared with the total tangible 
coats of the ne·• system. plus the cost of converting to it . 
These conversion costs eonsiat of expenditures on system 
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analraia, system design , progra~ing , teatinp , ar.d file 
conversion . Aa mentioned previoualr , many co=panles either 
overlook or ignore theae coeta for a number ot reasons . One 
roaoon is the urgency of solving present paper- work problems 
and ot installing a computer . Also, frequentl7 the individ-
ual , or 1nd1v1duala, promoting a new eo~outer syate~ purposely 
avotd tte area ot coat an&lJsla tor fear ot loaln~ their new 
" to7• . Another reaaon , tre~uently encountered bJ the wr iter , 
ia the argument that it is impoosibla and improcticel to t ry 
to measure the costa ot the present versua the proposed system. 
This latter r eason il partially true when the larpe number 
ot intangibles ia ooneidered . However, to completely ignore 
the element of eoata la fatal . An atten~t ahould be ~ade , 
in ao tar as possible , to account tor tanplble data orocess1n~ 
coats and to also mention tM var1ol.o..s 1nt•nt1blea . Coat 
analysis ia of critical importance , not only ln reaching an 
intelligent decision (pro or con) on installation of a co=-
puter system, but al•o in later evaluating the benefi ts of 
the com~uter if it ia inatalled. 
Illustration 9 ahowa •~e ot ~he taetort or coat , botb 
ta~1ble and intangible , that a co~pany can and 1hould calcu• 
late , est~ate , or at lt&lt mention when evaluating syste~ 
analysis and plann1ne for a COS?Uter syste~ . It waa ~using 
to the writer , while part1c1patins in a large-ocale system 
anal7ais, that, at the ti~e or presenting such coot factors 
in a proposal to manage~ent , the latter ooi~ted out that the 
colt of making the coet anal7sio itaelt had been overlooked. 
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This was a considerable expenditu~e , amounting to tens of 
thousands of dollars , and should have been indicated . ~e 
can see , therefore , that coats must be ~~~~ari~ed in two ways . 
First , the recurring or monthly operating costs (as on Illus-
tration 9) should be analyzed. Second, the one-ti~e conversion 
costs should also be considered- -that is , the costs of anal -
ysis and phasing from the old to the new system. Some of 
these costa are as follows : 
System analysis 
System evaluation 
System design 
Computer programming costs 
Computer a1~e pre paration 
Progr am testing a t computer center 
Fi le conver a i on 
Period of parallel operation 
These one - time coats ~ay be incurred over a period of from 
one to t wo ye&Fs . It is common to find companies who expect 
to take as long as five years to reach a broak- even point . 
One co~pany, with whic h the writer is familiar , is attempting 
to capitall ~e these one ~ time expendieures , oart1eularly tho 
cooputer progr~~lng effort , by ereatin~ this as an investment . 
In a nubllcation -prepared for the A!r.erican ltanage -
ment Assoc i ation by Ernst and Ernst , certified public ac -
countants , this tactor of cost analysis 1$ stated as follows : 
Accually , of course, ~here is no justification for 
going into integrated data processing or any other kind 
of data processing without a thorough investl~ation of 
costs , including a compar ison betwoon present costs and 
those anticipated w1der the new system •... Such an 
analysis , however, goes much further . It will indicate 
clearly whether a company ls getting maximum use from 
ita present facilities and the adoption of integration 
principles may offer sufficient capacity and versatility 
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to take care ot all present and foreseeable data-
processing needa, or whether conversion t.o a CO!IIl)uter-
centered electronic 171ti! is desirable, practical , and 
within budgetary roaeon . 
Scone of Computer System 
At this ooint we ahould reiterate a princiole dia -
cuaaed previously--nL~•lJ , th~t or the total ay1te~ cr 
integrated ap~roach . throughout all phaaea, tros system 
analrsls through 1mple~entat1on of the co=puter ayste~, the 
entire paper- work •yatem of the co~pany ahould be considered . 
lhe very high rate of computer installation failures quoted 
in Chapter l wore caused largely becau•e or failure to take 
tho total syste=, integrated aoproaeh . In the topic or thls 
chapter, evaluating preaent versus proposed ayate3 , tne entire 
paper-work s71tem ahould be considered 1r tho cox~&nJ wanes to 
optimize oenefits to be derived from a new ayat•= · 
In Illustration 2 a co~parison waa made or the system 
analysis ln the three eaoe studies. All throe companies con-
ducted a superficial ayetem analysis . However , Co~oany A 
encompaaoed almost all or lts oaper -~ork operat1ona . Co~pany C 
an&lJ&ed and au~~~t•d one area wb1eh lnclud•d aales analysis 
and 1nventor7 control . Later, if this c~o&nJ proceeds into 
tho area of production acheduling, it will no doubt find that 
thia 11 closel y related to inventory control; and th~t if the 
latter had been Included in the initial project , better 
15 A~erican Management Assoela~ion, ~atabl1ahtng an 
Integrated ~ata-Procesalng System, p . 51 . 
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1nta;rat1on and :ora acona.ies could have been realized. 
~hen trying , at thla late date , to add Production Scheduling, 
they may find it desirable or necessery to revise Inventory 
Control which has already undergone expena1ve pro0r~~1np 
and conversion costa . By taking such a piecemeal approach , 
C~pany C wlll prolon~ the tl~e to reach :ull 1nte>rat1on 
ar.d •Ill have had ~ora headaches and l?ent ~ore mcney t~An 
o~pany A which 1a tackling ita to~al ayate~ and accepting all 
of the headaches at once . Co=pany B, on tno other hand , has 
made no apparent attempt to integrate a to~al ayatem . It 
merely converted ita previous tabulatinp. ayatem to a computer . 
Thla approach m1n1~1zea problems and facilitates conversion ; 
howeYer , ~here 1a no atte~pt to fully exololt the potential 
or an elec~ron~c co:puter. 
It 11 lntereatlng to note that eo~o~ter manufacturer 
salesmen have conalderable influence upon compan~es in total 
system versus piecemeal aporoach to data proceaalne . Ono 
manuracturer , conaldered a leader in its field , usually promotes 
the ntece=oal approach. When aelllnp a computer , they strongl7 
urre tr.e cust~er not to atte:pt too much tntttally . Ie 11 
e~en to find their cuat~era anolJtln> and conver•lng notnlng 
more tr.an pay roll to their c~uters at first . Pay roll , 
being a coMparatively clear· cut appl lcotlon, 1• not too difficult 
for moat componie• to automate . Thia ooproaeh nelps the COM-
puter manufacturer to 1ell many computer• becauae 1t does not 
1care away potential cuetomers with the Correndou• proble~ or 
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system analysis and integration . \!ost of these c:ustor.:~ers 
will , however, eventually eo~e eo realSze tnat ttey are not 
u•1ng the full potential of the computer because they failed 
to integrate. If they try to integrate, at thia late •tage , 
it will cost them much more than if t hey had taken this approach 
initially . Another comput&r manuraeturer promotes the total 
system concept in selling eomput.ers . Unfortunately , 1 t bas 
lost numerous sales because shortsighted potential customers 
were frightened away by tho magn~tude of the undertakin~ . 
Equipment Selection 
This brings us to the problem of equipment selection . 
If evaluat i on of system analysis bas shown that there are 
proven potential savings and benefits to be derived by 
ins~alllng or renting a co~puter , tho company must decide 
upon which specific type of c~puter to order . ~uch has been 
written in this area of comparative computer studies . Con-
sulting firma have been used extensively to aia c~panies in 
making an unbiased , objective selection of the best computer 
tor their needs . The writer feels that this problem has often 
been overemphasized . For the med1um-81zed manufacturing organi-
zation , to which we are l1m1t1ns this study, there are probably 
a half dozen different eo~putera that would be equally satis-
factory . Computer design 1• extre~ely competitive among the 
leading ma.nufac turers , such as !f.>}.! , RCA , M1nneapol1s - Eoneywell , 
Remington Rand , Burrougha, Philco, and General ~lectric . As 
a result, for a given price , fairly similar equipment, 
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capability, and performance can be obtained from each of t he 
manufacturers . 'l'o ette t•o examples, the IB~1 1401 end RCA 301, 
on tho 1401 for a given price you would have less data storage 
capability but b&tter card read and punch periphe~al devices . 
VI' th the 301 , you would get a po,•artul central processor , more 
magnetic tape stations, but n ot as good peripheral equipment 
for your money . 
Although reac hing a doc1s1on on computer selection 
1& important , a company s hould be wary of wasting time on 
this phase . The dec ision or reeo~~endetion should be mado , 
of course , by i ndividuals with extensive experience in com-
puters . The company can employ the services of a consulting 
firm . A more desirable alternative is to hire an experienced 
expert 1n eleo~ron1c data processing 'Nith proven ability and 
understanding of co~puters . A third alternacive is a dan -
gerous one , and one whieh is all too often taken - -namely , 
inviting sales proposals from several comDuter manufacturers 
and l etting a management , ine7.perienced in computers , make a 
selection. This is dangerous because, first, all of the pro-
posals will be based upon superficial analysis of the company ' s 
neoda ; and, secondly , the manufacturer that prepares the most 
convincing proposal may not necessarily have the beat computer 
to offer . 
The second alternative , hiring an experienced 
comouter expert , 1s considered the ~ore desirable means or 
arriving at computer selection . Since the coopany will 
(and should) hire experienced co~puter ex~erta eventually , 
it 1• a FOOd idea ~o aeeure aaaeone at th1a atage who will 
become supervisor or the computer staff to be rormod later. 
Thil person should havo boon involved in the ayatem analysis 
to the extent or know1n~ what applicot1ona will be put on the 
coz~uter . He ahould c~prehend t~e total inte~r•ted syste~ 
&>proaeh. Nlth a ~raap or what ea~abll1tlea : t o selected 
com~uter ~ust have to beat handle the company'• anticipated 
ayate~ , tbia expert should make a eoc~aratlve atudy . A 
ohock list (see Illuotratlon 10) should bo uaed to make this 
comparison ot the varSoua computer eharacter1a~1ea . If more 
than one individual partieipataa in th1a study, t~ere is a 
batter li~ellhood or tho dee1a1on be1n~ • •1•• one . 
As ice !·rOCII eelec tion of' thti cost c1ea1rable co:.puter , 
there are two other eonaiderationa eloselr aaaociated. Along 
wltb the co~puter hardware , all co=~uter manuracturers pro-
vide the tollowing: 
L Service, eona1et1ng of tra.lnln,t', consulting, 
a.nd aaatatance to the customer in eyatem 
analJI11 and 4ea1gn, pro~r~~lnP, and 
es~abllahlnt and caintainin. otticlent 
c~ uter operations. 
2 . A library or eanned pro~•=• and proble= 
~oluttona of universal use •~on~ its 
c~~uter cuat~ers , commonly referred to 
•~ "a of tware" • 
l'ho first. of thaae, service , is of particular importance 
to a company which doea not ha.ve experienced computer 
experts on ita atart . AMong the t~~ee case studies . 
Co=pany A and Coapany C round it neeeaaary to rolr heavily 
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CH!:.CKLIST r'OR co:~FUThR CO'~PARISOiiSl6 
1 . Experience of the manufacturer in suoplying 
electronic equipment . 
2 . Reliability of the computer syste:!2 , refer to 
peat usera . 
3 . ist1mated delivery date . 
4 . Computer speed in terms of access time . 
5. Numbering system used by the computer . Automatic 
conversion of decimal (input) to binary? 
6 . Relative nrice , compared to other computers of 
similar capacity? 
7 . ~•hat auto:~>atic checking is built in? 
8 . Whet v.re the maintenance polic ies and 
reputation of the manuracturer for service? 
9 . how lODf has the co~puter been on the market? 
Does ordering one now mean being a "plonetr"? 
10. Nhat tyoe of addressing is used; one , two , or 
three? 
11. Is it a fixed ·word or variable oachine? If it 
is fixed , what is the word size? 
12 . What r.temory storage sizes are available? 
13. IYha t input and output equipment is available 
and what are the speeds of each? 
14 . How difficult is it to program? 
16 . •l'hat air conditioning is required? 
16 . Does 1t have index or tally registers? 
17 , Does it have built- in, floating -point ar1th~et1e? 
18. Is the system expandable and flexible? 
16 N. D. Bell , Guide to Electronic 
Comnuters , (New York: co., 1967 ' pp . 216 - 221 . 
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upon this type of se~vice - -namely , technical assistance--
because of their lack of experience . Such coopanies must 
depend upon the computer manutacturer for eralnin£ and 
guidance for a long Deriod of time in order to overcome the 
many obstacles that are inevitable . A wise company can cap-
italize on the heavy competition among comr. uter manufacturers 
by finding which manufacturer will offer tho most service in 
order to make a sale. It is possible (and has been done) to 
pressure the coaouter manufacturer to provlce experts to do 
par t of the custoocer•a system analysis and proeramm1ng for 
him. How much of this type ot service can be extracted from 
the manufacturer depends upon the bargaining shrewdness of the 
customer . 
There is some danger , however , 1n utilizing the 
computer manufacturer's staff to per~orm the customer 's work. 
Eeing outsiders to tho eo~pany, they are quite apt to over -
l ook important considerations when deaigninp. the computer 
Sy$te~ or progre~~ing the computer . Secondly, because of 
human nature , reall•1ng that thoy will not hove to live with 
the com~any•s problems indefinitely, they are not as apt to 
anticipate the long-run future considerations . They are pri-
marily intoreateo in getting something workinf as soon as 
possible . Las~ly , and ~ost important , if outsiders develop 
tho system and computer programs, all of this must be co~u­
nie&ted to the customer's staff when they leave . This 
communications problem 1a exceptionally difficult on an 
S6 
electronic data processing project . There are many advantages 
in hav1ne continuity of personnel !rom system analysis 
through final implementation or all applications on the 
e~~outer . 
The second factor , canned programs , commonly referred 
to as ,,software" , continues to become a more important consid-
eration in equip~ent selection because of tho increasing 
a1mllar1ty of competitive hardware . ~hese pre -progra~~ed 
packages enable the customer to reduce the high initial costs 
of progr~ing tho com?uter system. Co~puter manufac~urera 
recognize this and are investing l arge sums of money on devel-
opment of software as well as hardwere . 
CRAPTER IV 
PLANNING AND SCHEDULING 
Indoctrination of Management and Employees 
With a dec i sion reached in favor ot inatall1n0 a 
computer syate~ , t he company now faces the lonp , arduous task 
of preparing tor and 1mplement1n~ the new systern . In the 
type of company with which we are dealing , this process may 
take fro~ six months to a year and a half or even lon£er . 
This often parallels the delivery lead ~1~e of most co~puters . 
It is common for companies ordering a computer to try to 
obtain t he earliest possible delivery and t hen schedule their 
detailed system design and progra~~ing efforts , and staff up 
personnel so as to be prepared for i mplementation at the time 
of equipment delivery . There are other factors, however , 
which s hould take priority in establishin~ schedules . It is 
often advantageous, for example , to schedule for conversion 
at the end of a fiscal year . This minimizes the amount of 
data in account\ng and financial files that must be converted 
to the new magnetic tape files . Accumulated annual , quarterly , 
~nd monthly figures would not have to be ineludod 1n tho eon-
vers ion which can greatly simplify keypunching , validation, 
and auditing problems . There aro a number ot other eonsid· 
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erations , besides equipment delivery lead time , which should 
influence planning and scheduling such as procurenent and 
training of personnel , system design require~ents, software 
availability on new computers , and so forth . Ae will discuss 
some of these factors in this chapter . 
This study advocates the total, integrated system as 
the only means oy which a medium- oized manufacturing company 
can hope to realize the full potential of a com?uter . In 
taking such an approach , a wholosal~ rev~ping of the com-
pany will result . because of this , there is a need for 
co~unication and cooperation fro~ all levels of management 
and all personnel within the organization . Before any detailed 
effort is atte~pted on the project , a proper climate should 
be established throughout the company . There ••111 na tuully 
be resistance to such a project . As discussed previously , 
people resist change, and managers may have fears or losing 
their jobs . These fears are unjustified because in tho type 
of company w1th which we are dealing , there are rarely any 
reductions in personnel beyond that which can be aecomoodatod 
by nor:nal attrition. These rears should , therefore , be e.lla:red . 
Furthermore , the support of all personnel should and must be 
obtained through education prior to start1n~ the computer project . 
A3 one "''r1ter expresses it : 
The systems study includes a ehort initial phase to 
aid in formulating a plan of attack. 'fhe ne•t step 1s a 
loneer , detailed study which leads up to a specific pro-
posal to manage~ent--•hat syste~ to buy , where to first 
install it , what the estL~ated cost savings will be and 
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so on . #hen management approval has been received on 
the proposal , the ma3s of detail work Oe~ins , in the 
pre- installation phase . Cutting across the whole oro-
~am is the need to build up ¥~rt1c1pat1on 1n the study 
y peoole within the company . 7 
It is much easier to recognize the neee3s1ty for 
securing com?any- wide support than it is to accocplisb same. 
Thoro aro a number of ways to promote the project . One is to 
circulate widely a special memo or bulletin announcing the 
project , deser1o1ng objectives , allaying fears or personnel 
reductions , explaining benefits to be ga ined throughout tho 
company and urging all parties to cooperate and to participate 
i n the project . Another step could oe to hold meetings or 
briefings with key members of management . If any opposition 
is sensed , top management should bring pressure to be&r on 
any dissenters . Foll ow-up should al ao be maQe , possibly by 
articles in the house organ, io which the statu~ of the project 
could be periodically reported and all personnel reminded of 
the continued cooperation required from all parties . 3eyond 
this it is up to t he staff of analysts and progr~~mers to be 
diplomatic and persuasive in their daily dealings with oper-
ational people . Thoy should be especially alert for an 
insidious type or resistance from people who outwardly display 
a willingness to cooperate but inwardly desire to sabotage the 
proJect by withholding significant information, or in aooe 
other manner mislead the analysts and prosr~ers who ~ust 
17 Canning, Electronic Data Processing for Business 
lndustrv , p . 160. 
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rely upon tbem tor intoraation wi:b which to desi~ and 
i~plement the new co=r uter systea. 
Typea of Schedules 
With a receptive cli:ate established throughout 
the c~oany , the co~~any anould aet up a ~••ter acnod~le ot 
tar~et dates on the cosputer project . ihla =aster schea~le 
ahould lncluae auch phaae• aa ayste2 deal~n, peraonnel training, 
tlowchart~~g, proir&mmln~ , computer elte prepara~ion , file con-
voralona , testlnF, etc . Many ot these ph•••• will overlan as 
can be seen i n a sample schodule (Illuotration ll) . An expla -
nation of the e l eoenta in this typical schedule is in order: 
Personn~l ~raining • Thts consists of tor~al tralnin~ 
in co~uter pro~r~lng ~rovlded by the c~pu~er ~anutac­
turer. Such co~r••• run from two to five wee~s; and •s 
this schedule indicates , the starr trainin~ is staggered 
to permit gradual build up or the progr•~•lng ~roup . 
This is desirable aometiues when ayate~ analysts are 
designing the now ayotem, progr~ers can be gradually 
procured and trained as tne ayste~ take• ahape . 
Syste~ Deaisp - tnia phase is 1~~•d1atelJ initiated 
and extend• over a aeven-2onth period . It 1a overlA?ped 
by progr~~inF which can start ao portion• of the system 
are deoigned . 
Progr•~~1ns - Thla constitutes the core of the entire 
project and is ahown takinp nine montha . During this 
period it 11 overlapped b7 later sta~e• or ayatem deal~ 
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and testing ot program runs initiated early in the period. 
Run Testing - The schedule assuces some programs 
ready for testing in July , presumably at a eooouter 
service center since the company's own co~puter is not 
due to be inotalled until January 1. 
Site Preparation - Installation of air conditioning, 
building alterations , procurement of special fileo and 
office equipment can take as long as two months and , ot 
course , should be complete before equipment delivery . 
Package Testing - This consists of testing a 8roup 
of close l y related program r uns on test data after the 
runs have been tested individually. 
System Tes t - The enti re system can be tested using 
test data , after progre~i1ng through test of individual 
runs and packages . 
File Conversion - Early efforts to set up computer 
files can be started months before computer delivery , 
especially on data that is fai r l y static . Extract sheets 
for keypunching can be prepared perhops . Punched card 
and other files can be purged of inactive data . 
Parallel kun - The schedul e shows most of the file 
conversions complete by January 1 , along with eo~plet!on 
or syotem test of all progrL~s on test data . At this t1mo 
the full computer system, with tho exception ot so~e 
monthly , quarterly , and special report programs , can be 
put into operation to parallel the present system . This 
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ia the final testing and shake-down phase ana constitutes 
the acid test on actual data . 
r'inal Documentation - As the syste;:n satl:~taetorlly 
passes all tests , programmers and analysts can formally 
document the system with final flowcharts , format designs , 
comnuter operating procedures and interdepartmental policy 
and procedures . 
System Freeze - This is a necessary ov!l during the 
programming and implementation or the new system. Changes 
in the system should be kept to an absolute minimum during 
this period so as to avoid confusion and wasted effort . 
Changes in business condit i ons may make such a freeze 
difficult , but a compromise should be made . 
This master schedule should be tho first scheduling 
attempt . Next , it should be dissected into separate schedules 
for each of the major areas to be auto~ated such as inventory 
control , produc~ion control , sales analysis , e~c . This sort 
ot' breakdown 1s common. It is also common to a&&ign tea:na of 
programmer9 and analysts to theae tunet1onal areas with a sen-
ior me~ber in charge . (We will discuss personnel utilization 
later . ) A typical schedule for a oeoarate functional area is 
given 1n Illustration 12 . It can be seen that this ties in 
with the master schedule . It should be made out concurrently 
with the master schedule and be the basis of tho latter. This 
inventory app l ication consists of several co~?uter prograos . 
I ncluded are one - time programs necessary to convert or estab-
lish master files tor tn& computer system, usually on magnetic 
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tape . 1'his process 1s often overlooked. as a requirement 
during initial plsnnlng and achedulin~ . 
A third level or schedulins should also be accom-
plished along with the master oyscem schedule and app lication 
schedules . The computer system ia composed of different 
applications such as inventory control, production scheduling, 
pay roll , etc . Each application is further subdivided into 
individual program runs . There should also be, there~ore , a 
separate detailed schedule for each individual comruter oro• 
gra~ run . As sean 1n Illustr~tion 13, this is scheduled 1n 
weeks ra~her than months . 
Eeas!bility or Scheduling 
These types of schedules were used by Company A. 
The target dates were not met for a number of reasons . This , 
however , does not necessarily mean the schedules wer6 unreal-
istic . It is not uncommon to find experienced indiviouals in 
electronic data processing who feel that scheduling of computer 
progr~~ing and system deaign 1a unfeasible . ~his att1tuae 
has some basis since there are a number of variables involved 
in th1a type of scheduling which are somewhat unpredictable . 
SO'lle of the variables which mllke scheduling difficult 
are as follows : 
1 . Inadequate end/or inaccurate system analysis 
which is not discovered until some late stage in pro-
gramming. This could result in a severe set back. 
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2 . Necessity tor a SJite~ ehan .. ·e, la:.e 1n the 
ached~le, aue to a ~aJor er.anr• 1n co:: any ?Olicr . 
Thh could be caused by unexp.cted :narht c::ar.•es, 
1h!ftt ln product line , reorpAn1zat1on, etc . 
~ . 'l'he produc t1 vi ty of comnu ter progra:r.r:era 
muet. be estl-nated since this iB a new vontvr• with 
eHner newly trained employees or experienced pro-
pr~ors recently hired. Abilltiea fluctuate Rreatly 
in pro~r~in£ wr~ch ~ekes it ditficult to arrive at 
1 at~dard from which to establlah achad~lea . 
4 . lhe COQD&ny ~•Y loee peraonnel fro~ ita 
co~puter statt . Because of the ehorta~e or talented 
computer progra7~ers, n1rae1 among co~oan!ea ~a not 
unco:~~~~on . "iho lou ot one or mort pro£r•,.,.ors durins 
the project could require a major revtalon to schedules . 
In a project or ti:1s typo , it 1a 1mpoaaible to train a 
replaceMent in a short period ot time . 
b. Cooputer time may not be ava1labl~ at a service 
eentor at the sched~led time tor preliminary tost1n~ . 
6 . ~elivery of the comoan1 1 s co~cuter eo~ld be 
del•}• tor 11.0nt.t:.s . ..t..ie 1a quite possible, part.icu-
larly 1n the ease of a late aodel eo.~uter ·~lch has 
only recently fODe int.o production. 
Aa mentioned pr~v1oualy, Co~pany A d1d not ~eet its 
scheduled tlr~et dates . Several ol the above proble!"'s con .. 
tr!buted to tn1a : loss ot: poraonnel during tho project , 
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inadequate system analysis , and inaccurate osti~ate of 
proerammer productivity . The first two of theae could have 
been averted with better plann1n£. The loss of several pro-
grammers did not come as a surprise aince t~ey were considerably 
underpaid and were easily lured away with attractive salary 
offers by other companies . The inaccurate estlma~e of pro-
grL~er productivity gives woight to tho argument ~painst the 
feasibility of scheduling; however , this should not be used 
as a reason for no scheduling at all . 
Although it is noe feasible to schedule a comouter 
project with 100% accuracy , it is important to establish a 
schedule as realistic as possible . Thia is true of any typo 
of scheduling . Some basis tor planning and stafting must be 
made othe~ than to order a computer and build a co~putsr staff 
of some arbitrary number of individuals . Alonr these lines , 
a major factor in the construction of schedules is the man-
power invol ved . Given a f i xed amount of work ~o be done 
(system analysis , system design , progrL~~ins , etc . ) , the 
~emainder of the equation is how soon the job must be done 
and how many poople will be required to do it . The key factor 
here 1a not just the nu:nber of people buL the quality . 1'he 
nature of ~ornputer progr~ing is such that a ve~y good pro~ 
grammar can produce twice the amount of work of an average 
programmer, or even more . Detore any scheduling is finalized , 
therefore , the co~puter staff must be established and thoroughly 
evaluated as to abilities of individuals . 
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Staffing and Trainine 
This brings us to the proble~ of o;affinf for a 
computer project . Because of the rapid growth of the elec-
tronic data procetsinp field over the post ten years , the 
supply of experienced computer people has not ke9t up , or 
even been close , to the demand . T'he eomoany about to embark 
on instal ling a computer system, therefore, races, as an 
initial problem, the task of buildinr a capable starr. 
There ore several different types of talent required 
in such a proJect . The initial system analysis phase requires 
an individual with a broad experience in all ptoses of a manu-
facturing eomp&ny'a operations . He must also be very diplo-
matic in order to gain cooperation from other people during 
fact - finding surveys . Finally , he must be logical, clear 
thinking , and capable of comprehending a total system while 
at the same time being able to dig down into minute, detailed 
operotiono . He should be able to document his fi ndings clearly 
for interpretation by others . 
Another type or talent required is in co~~uter pro-
gr~~ing . This tokes a logical , analytical, and inquisitive 
type or mind not found in the averege person. In addition, 
the programmer :nus t become familiar wi t.h the probler-~ area or 
application whicb he is programming. 
A computer operations staff usually consists of key-
punch operators, magnetic tape file clerks, peripheral equip-
ment operators, and concole operators . All of these talents 
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are easily developed in average people; however , good console 
operators should have some knowledge of computer programmine 
to be offective at their job. 
Last , but not least , to supervise , direct , and 
administer this team, a very strong individual ia required . 
Of all tho talents required for the project , this is the ~ost 
difficult to find . As mentioned in a previous chapter , 
because of corporate polities, the person usually placsd in 
ehar?e of a comnuter project ia an individual , frequer.tly 
in the Treasurer or Con~roller department , wtth lonr tenure 
in the company but wi th little or no previous experience in 
computers . This is pood from the standpoint of such a person 
being fami l iar with the internal operations of the company; 
however , he would do well to hire himself an assistant with 
a heavy computer background . 
I t is possible to utilize the •~• individuals for 
system anal ysis and cooputer programming and to even phase 
one or two of these individuals later into com¥uter console 
operators . Some companies prefer to use specialists in eaeh 
of these type3 of work . By heving separate systeo analysts 
and programmers , more effectiveness may be realized through 
specialization. However , there is a communication problem 
when the analyst must pass on the results of his complex 
analysis to the programmer . The writer has never seen a 
conclusive argument in favor ot either approach . The three 
companies beinF used as ease studies used the sa~e individuals 
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for system analysis and computer programming. All three also 
phased weaker individuals into com~uter operations after some 
exposure to analysis and progra~~ing . In a medlum- 31zed ~anu­
facturing co~pany it may not be feasible to establish a 
sizeable, perManent starr or both analysts and ~ropr~~era . 
For this reason , and in view or the communications problems , 
the writor fools that ooth analysis and pro~ram~ing should be 
perfo~med, for tho most part , by the SL~e Sndlviduals . This 
is somewhat contradictory to earlier discussion on tho need 
for objective systeo analysis which should not be excessively 
computer-orlen~ed . If the company cannot , or wi ll not , staff 
with both analysts and progra~~ers , the writer feels that the 
best compromise is to train progr~ers in syste~ analysis 
~ather than to tr~1n analysts in co~puter progranming. One 
or two permanent specialists in system! analysis a~d procedures 
writing could train and guide the others . Also , after the new 
computer system is impl emented , there will continue to be a 
need for system analysts in areas not automated and to handle 
revisions to the co~puter system. A written policy and proee-
duros manual is best handled by specialists in systems analysia 
and procedures writing . 
Illustration 14 represents what the writer considers 
a good organization structure for staffing a =anufacturing 
company to establish an integrated data processing system on 
a computer . Tho n~~ber of each typo of specialist will vary 
depending upon the company's work load . rlowover, it is fel~ 
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that the functlone ahown ebould be 1ncluaed in an; co~pany . 
Some co~panies are reluctant to staff up so heavily , partic-
ularly in the progr~r~er area . Tneir reason for this is 
beoauae of tho d1Miniahing need for progr~~era after a year 
or two whon the inteprate4 ayate~ 1o oo~plete4 . Since pro-
~r~er• seldom have ~rouble relocatln~ ln ano~r.er jo~ , it 
11 no tr&Eeay to releaee aeveral or thes after a few years . 
Aa an alter~at1ve , the eo~pany can aus=ent ita o~ ~ro~~era 
wt th several tem-porary progrL!l"'lers contracted fror::1 a eor.:rou ter 
oorvice company, oonaulting firm, or possibly th• eomnuter 
~anufaeturer. 
Company A (aee Illustration lb) haa had personnel 
problems t;hr~U!Zhout 1 ta comput.er project . 1 t was un1er-
8taffod 1n progr~ora, both 1n o~oor an1 quality , because 
ot tbe magnitude ot ita undertaking and the target which was 
aet . No formal syatem analysis function was included. Also , 
considerable over-lap of duties between pro~ra.nming, operations , 
and clerical work resulted in soce 1nettic1enc1ea . 
Co~any B (llluatration 16), wnich 4i4 not atte~pt 
a complete, 1ntepr•t•d ayate~ on ita co~~uter, at1ll had 
a aizeable &%ount ot work lett on punched cerd equi~:ent . 
!he co~~uter propra~ln", operations, an~ 1y1tem •~•lysis 
'Nal performod by tho &~P supervisor and two proeraJllT.ers . 
Thia was possible duo to the high calibre or tho ln4ividuala 
and the s1~pl1city or the proFr~• written which, for the 
moat part , were merely translations or joba provioualr done 
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on punched card machines . 
Company C {Illustration 17) , at tbe ti~e of this 
writing , ·•as still in the ohase of testing. It had relied 
heavily upon the computer manufacturer tor its system analysis 
and progrL~mlng . Its own progrL~ers , all without previous 
experience , 'Nere quite alow in produeint work . .a.'he co:aputor 
manufacturer's progra~~ors had difficulty ~otting co~pleto 
and aecurato data during system analysis . This coopany 
probably would have been bettor off nlrlng ot least one ar 
two ex9eri eneed programmers and startin~ out also with a 
staff of syste~ analyst$ to analy~e and destgn its own syste~ . 
It is usually eas i er for a company ' s own personnel to ~erform 
system analysis since they are ~ore fa~illsr ~~~th the company . 
It is quite easy f or outs i ders , such as the co~puter manufac-
turer, to overlook some details . Furthermore , an outsider is 
leas interes t ed i n long- range objectives . 
All three companies provided some prograDming training 
for their computer operations personnel . This is desirable 
since to be effective at operations , knowledee of computer 
proer&mmine is quite valuable . Companies A and C started 
with no experienced personnel and took months of training 
be foro any significant amount or oro~reas waa made . Company a 
had several men who had heavy experience 1n punehod card 
oqulp,ent and proera:nming on a eard S3Stem computer (IS!·! 650) . 
They , therefore , made rapid pro~ress rivht from the start . 
The writer is convinced that it is vary desirable to start 
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out with at least a few experienced progr&crners in order to 
get the project off in the right direction and to show so~• 
early progress . These can be augmented by trainees fro~ 
within t.he company . 
Support from Computer It.anufaeturers 
Because of the intense competition amon~ co~puter 
manufacturers , it ia co"~on practice to offer free service 
to potentia l customers in system analysis, design, end pro-
gramming . It is very tempting for a comD&ny to play one 
manufacturer against another before ordering a co~outer in 
order to extract the maximum amount of such support . This is 
sometimes overdone . There are ~any advantages to a company 
in havin~ the bulk of its work done by its own staff. Gen-
erally speakin~, the company's own personnel ere more faoiliar 
with the apolications to oe programmed, and they usually tend 
to be more conscientious about the long- range objectives since 
they must live with the new ayatem. Also , they will be on 
hand in tho future for any modifications to tl:e co::>puter pro-
grarr.s . When • computer manufacturer supplies proerammers or 
analysts to its custo~ora , it is interested in getttng tho 
job done as quickly and cheaply as !)ossible . Alao , there is 
a major problem involved when the computer manufacturer must 
pass on programs it has writt en to the customer's propr~~ers . 
It is extremely difficult tor one prOFrltrrner to work with, and 
try to modify, a complex program written by another programmer . 
Thls is a problem experienced by both Companies A &nd C who 
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relied heavily upon progr~ing by the computer manufacturer . 
The writer feels that they would have been better off had 
they worked wttb their own people and used the computer man-
ufacturer's personnel to guide and augment their own staff . 
A company is wiser to utilize the computer manufacturer's 
expert3 in a consulting, training , and advisory capacity 
rather than progra:nmint . This wa a found true in Company C 
where the computer manufacturer ' s people were so absorbed in 
do1n~ the co~pany'a work tor them that they were unable to 
effectively train the co~peny•s own people. 
Any company that has decided to lntefrate its 
management information system on a eooouter should not attempt 
to do i t on a shoestring. The equipment rentRl costs are only 
one fraction ot the costs of such a project . Costs ot system 
anelysis , design , and progr~1ng , lf done properly , will be 
high . To realize the maximum from a computer , the user must 
be willing to invest sufficient money in the undortoking . It 
is particularly dangerous to attempt to skimp in the area of 
personnel . As one writer puts it : 
Unless ~anagement finds a way to acquire , use , and 
keep the services of first- rate people who are capable 
of mana~lng ~achlnes , it will not exploit the full 
potentialities of tho computers of the future . 8 
18w. Greenbereer (e~), ~an~emont snd tr.e Comouters 
of the F'uture , (Boston : lii'!' Press , 962). p . 307 . 
eo 
System Design 
In this chapter on planning and ochedulinf , tho 
subJect of system design should be discussed . System design 
is tho process of structuring the flow of data within an 
organization . Hhen an electronic comput er ls employed , the 
old system of data flow becomes obsolete and it becomes 
deairoble to rev~~p the flow of data so as to c&pitalize on 
tho computer ' s speed and versatility . System design io a 
critical and complex phase of tho computer proJect . It should 
be preceded by a thorough system analysis , as diseuaaed in 
Chapter II . The de&1~n of a new , computer-oriented , inte -
grated data processing system 11 a monumental undertaking . 
It takes a rare type of individual with br oad knowlod~e of 
the company ' s paper work and a thorough understanding of the 
capacity of tho eom?uter . Usually it is necessary to accom-
plish t his phase on a team baoio since all of these qualities 
are not easily found in one individual . System design is 
felt by many to be the one most important and difficult phase 
of installing a computer . It is the oasis for all subsequent 
effort, including programming . There are some who consider 
system design more difficult than computer programming: 
••• the prosr~~er knows what is to be done and 
how it is to be done . In business application, tho 
first and most difficult problem is determination of 
exactly ~ is to be done . l9 
19w. D. Bell , A Management Guide to Electronic 
Co~oueers , p . 183 . 
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Since, in this study , the writer 1a stressing the 
total integrated system approach, systeQ desiFn is of great 
importance . System design is less complicated in a piecemeal 
a;,proaeh wherein an isolated application , such as inventory 
control , H attacked aepara te ly . Whor. all appliea tions must 
be integroted, then the task magnifies greatly . One writer 
stresses this in the following words : 
Extensive systems planning is needed for tho total 
aysteru approach. The analyst begins by viewing a busi-
ness as a single enterprise composed of related perts • 
. . • The system analyst •.. endeavors to determine 
how the component parts of a business relate to one 
another and how they fit together to form a total 
entity ••. His initial objective is to spot the com-
mon 1nfor~at1on and deter~1ne who uses it , when it is 
needed, and why it is needed ••• The total system 
approach can be applied to any co~pany . It is particu-
larly appropriate , however , to manufacturing concerns . 20 
It is not within the scope of this study to attempt 
to discuss techniques of system design which are quite complex . 
Rather , the write~ wishes only to stress the importance of 
this phase and the need for experts to do the job properly. 
Y.ucb guidance can be obtained trom the computer manufacturer 
or consultants . However , there should be at least one or two 
experienced men on the company's staff capable of designing 
a eomouter systeo . 
Evaluation of Progress 
Planning and scheduling, then, involves system design , 
the setting of target dates , building a staff of experts in 
20R. G. Wright , The Journal of Accountanc~ , June , 1962, 
pp . 47 -51. 
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electronic data processing and system analysis, and takine 
advanta~e of services rendered by the computer manufacturer . 
Any schedules that are constructed should be realistic in 
terms ot what has to be done , how much time 1s available , and 
the calibre and n~ber of people available for the com~uter 
project . Such schedules involve a good deal of estimating 
and judgment; however , they should be constructed as carefully 
as possible . Furthermore , such schedules should be utilized. 
They should be reviewed constantly and adhered to . It is 
characteristic or long- term projects such as computer instal-
lation, wnich may take a year or two , to coast at first . 
With the day of reckoning so far off , it is h~an nature not 
to feel any urgency during initial phases. Company A was 
~u1lty of this 1n that the programmers were not pushed to 
meet schedules during the first six montts ot a ~oar 's sched ~ 
ule . As a result , near panic and much overtime occurred 
dur1ns the latter six months . A reason for this procrasti -
nation in this instance, and probably in other comoanies also , 
was the lack of expe rienced aunervision . It the progr~ners 
had been supervised by an experienced nrosr•~~er , capable ot 
evaluating their productivity , there 1s no doubt that the 
programming would have proceeded at a ~ore rapid rate . 
System Freeze 
One last consideration under the category of planning 
and scheduling is that of the so- called "system freezen , 
which refers to a period during which policy and proced~res 
ch~~geo are kept to an absolute minimum. This is extromely 
important during the final stages of progrL~ing and partic-
ularly during testin~ . Any major chan~es in data requ1re~ents , 
report formats, etc . at this late date could result in dras · 
tie set backs in the programming effort . Co~pany C experienced 
this in i ts sales analysis application, wherein late in the 
~L~e additional requirements were imposed upon the com~uter 
system. It was necessary to revise programs which were not 
yet com9leted; and in one caae , a prograo which had been 
tested had to be rewritten c~pletely in order to acc~odate 
the belated request for system modification . 
As indicated in Illustra t ion ll , t he system freeze 
period should start once progra~~ing ls co~nenced and continuo 
through the testing phases . If all parties concerned are 
advised of this initially , at the t~e of SJstem analysis 
and design , ther e i s a tendency for management and line super-
vision to take the proper interest at that ti~e . This is the 
time when requests and desires for data format and processing 
should be :nade . 
It is not always possible to adhere rigidly to tho 
system freeze . Company A, tor example , in later phases or 
testlng , ac~ulred a l arge government contract which substan-
tially changed paper -work requireaents throughout the plant , 
Th1a ereated a great deal of confusion and delay . It was 
necessary to revise a portion of the initially designed 
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computer ayatom hastily in order to acco~~odate the new 
busineas . the re~a1n1~e portions o~ the 1y1te~ had to be 
put u1do for aix tiiOnth.S to a year . Thia situation waa 
~avoidable slnce the ~overt~ent contract waa necesaary to 
t~e t~e coQp&ny out ot a long sal•• alu~p ln the co~erc1al 
m&rket . Prior to tnat , the coo?any hAd avo1deQ l~rre govern-
~ent contracta. ~h1a 1a one o! the risks taken bJ a co~pan, 
which dec i des upon an integrated data processing project 
lastlnp one or two 1 rs . The more atablo the bus1~ess, the 
leas risk there iS or the t7~8 or problem which Company A 
encountered. 
!he reader may hav• found this chapter ao~ewhat 
disjointed in the order of oubjecta discusaod . An atte~pt was 
-.ado to dhcuu the proble-::a in the order !.n 'N'lieh a co:npany 
should approach them. !his io difficult . For exa~ple , •~ouln 
a ~o=pany ~1rat cecl e vpon the s1~• or ita co:~uter staff 
and then de tar~lne schedule• , or should t t first sche:iule and 
then acquire the nece••ary atart to ~eet itt In ac ual ?r•c-
tiee , moat of tnese problem• must be consldarod atmultaneoualy . 
?urth•Miore , lt will traquentl1 be necessary to adJust d;aolng 
the project by acquiring more personnel or revisin~ the sched-
ule . Needles• to say , a ~reat deal or Jud~ nt co 101 into 
?lay on theae dec1alona--Judteoent which does not always 
prove to be sound unless made by experienced eoonuter sy,tem 
a;>oci lists . 
Definit i ons 
CHAPTER v 
PROGRAliiUNG 
It is not the intent ot this study to provide the 
reader with a detailed explanation of progr~ing . Th1a 
would reQuire a course w!tich, in formal cl•ssroom instruction, 
sometimes runs fo~ five or aix we eks . There are , howBver , 
ao~e general constderationa on progra~lng w~ich play a 
~ajor role in the success or failure of the eo~~uter project . 
A computer program consists of a series of 1n-
atruct1ona , prepared oy the programmor, and atored internally 
in the com?uter at the time a problem or da~a processing 
operation is to be worked upon . A separate proer•~ ta re -
quired for each individual operation such as calculation of 
pay roll, posting inventory transactions t o a file , or slmoly 
producing a pr i nted report from a file . Programs ~•Y range 
from quite s~ple , taking perhaoa an hour to prep4re , t o quite 
complex which may take many months . 
The term "pro~ra.'llflling" roters to the effort necess&ry 
to prepare this series of eomputor steps . There are numeroua 
steos involved in th!s effort , stareing with definition of 
the problec , system analysis and desi gn, and leading through 
as 
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loelc ehartin~ , detailed flowcharting, codinP. , and testing . 
C'ne finds a variety of uses of tho term to lr.elud:e all , some , 
or ma;,•be just one of these stops . The reoder wo•JlC do -.ell 
to requ!re a de!'1ni tion of 11 programmin,c::11 from anyone with 
who:n he discusses sarr.e . In our discussion here, we ..... 111 
uso the term to !nc1ude flowchartinF , codinp-, snrl tost1ng . 
Soperv1s1on o~ Progra~-.ers 
Ona of the probleos associated With the pro~r~ming 
phase is that of supervision . Progra~in~ ts a c~plex job, 
characterized by unanticipated problems and s&t backs . ~or 
this reoson it is difficult , initially, to estimate the time 
necessary to progrBM a given proble~ . By the same token , it 
is difficult for supervisors to evaluote the proeress being 
made by profr~~ers . It is not unco~~on to find individuals , 
with little or no progr~~ing experienc&, supervising a group 
of programmers . Such supervisors are at the ~ercy , so to 
speak , of the prop,ramrners who can pr<>erast1nate ar:.d se~ their 
own ;>ace . This was found to be true- in Companies A ar.d C 
where the sunervisors had no previous ex~erience . Company B, 
on the other fo..and , had a supervisor w1 th broad exp(lrience who 
"cracked the whip" when necessary and recO£nized a true prob -
lem area which migr.t account tor • delay . 
Rifid supervision, therefore , is nece~aary rivht 
from the stare. Not only is it importBnt to extr·act. r-ood 
performance from prof.rammers , but real problems must be 
recognized so as to adJust schedules if necessary and take 
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ls:edlate action. Co=panles A and c exoerlenced many delays 
and .1aaed tar"H dates becauao of th1a problem . .:.t woul d 
behoove the co~pany atte~ptlng a computer installation to 
secure at least one c~puter specialist with heavy computer 
experience and aupervteor abilities . Pro<rL~~era , like 
engineers and other technicians , ~e h1£hly paid and require 
close , effective aupervlalon to 1na~r• a p~oper ret~n of 
1nveat~ent to the company . 
Types of Pros ramm1ns 
One phase of programming , often the most complex and 
time consu.'tlinr , ie that of coding. Cod in~ involves writing 
the com?ucer lnatruct!ona ln S OMe for=•t or language ac -
ceptable and ~eanlnaful to t~e wbratn" or lotlc clrcutry o~ 
the eOl!lout.er . i'he coding phase h&a been preceded by a lo~ic 
or flowchar t in Which the progr•~Ter haa marped out , func-
tionally ~peakln~ , ~ he wants the comnuter to do , step 
b:l' a tep . J'hie mu1 t th&n be r educ ed to a cod fl . 
There are a n~~ber ot di :ferent ~etho~s of codinF. 
Each COQputer =odel haa lta unique code . Howeve~ , there are 
categor~e3 or coding whlch &?ply to all coaputera . !h~se can 
be erouped •• a&Chlne coding , pseudo cod1n , and AnFlish-
language coding when dlecuss ing b•.>alnou appllcationa pr o-
gra-.. . ing . (Tr.ere are other types of progra:nning , i n se1ont1f1c 
and engineer ing applications , for exL~ple , ) 
~ach1ne coding 1s the =ost baa1c or the tr~ee . It 
la more t~e con•~~1nt and requires a better un;erst~~ding of 
ee 
t~e particular eo~~uter . haeh comouter has a repertory of 
instructions which it can interpret and perfor:n . 1'he pro -
grammer must be intimately f~iliar with all of those 
instructions , especially if he 1s going to progrL~ in machine 
code . A series of machine - coded instructions 1e shown in 
Illustration 18 in a greatly oversimplified exL~plo of a 
program. The actual instructions appear under the columns 
labeled OP , !; , A, and B. The eolW!lll labeled HSiot LOCATION 
contains the addreia or location whore the tnatruct!ons will 
bo stored within the computer while the program is being 
perfor~ed . The remaining data are aids to the prograT.mer in 
elaborating on the instructions for his , and others ', edifi-
cation. It can be seen t~A t the instructions consist of 
numerle and al?h&ootic cnaracters , Tht pro~ra~er ~ust be 
intimately fL~iliar ~ith the meaning of these codes and what 
functions they will cause the computer to perform. (Those 
codes are fed into the conputer via punched cards, punched 
paper tape , or some other input media , ) 
An easier method of coding is the pseudo- code method 
•herein the progr~~er uses a language or code whtch is 
easier to work with . This pseudo code must be translated 
later into machine code tor acceptance by the com~uter logic . 
This transla~ioo is performed by a machine - coded prosr~ 
known as an asse~bler or interpreter . I l lustrat1on 19 shows 
the SL~e simple program coded in pseudo code . It can be seen 
that in the first inatructlon, for exa~ple , it is more 
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l'!lO&nlnFf'ul to code "Ji:'K" th~t.n a • • " (.illustration 16) w:tlch 
in both eases dlreeta the co~· uter to read magnetic tape in 
a forward direction and 1n the norC'l&l mode . !'he prorraM:ner 
thua wor~s in a lancua~o of abbrev1a~1ons and doacrl~tive 
codea which are somewhat easier for hi~ to co~prohond . 
A third lancu•e:• available to t!.e oro.rrC1.':-er is 
plain ln£11sh. 7ho pro~rA:~er can wr1~e instructions to the 
e~puter using ~npllah words from a li~1te d vocabul r] . .n1s 
la, of co·.1rse , the easiest. of the three 1etnoda or codlne; in 
fact , there is lltt.lo "coding" to it . The 111.1ple progra."tl in 
Illustrations lB and 19 , proyram~ed in this method , m1~ht 
&ppear aa follows : 
?£AD !'IU A I.:!O PRI~:T UEA . 
IF E'10 OP i'ILE, RE'OII::D !'It.:; A A!/D S!'OP . 
lP II~, P!H N':' '!'!!:.. Pi! II<'!' AilSA . 
GO READ ?!LE A . 
Theoe sentences mako up tho program . They are prep~rod on 
punched cArds , paper tepe, or aome other media for in~ut to 
tte co=o~t•r ror & proceta known aa co~p1lat1on or auto~atic 
proerasm1ng. :r.1s 11 nothing core :han a ~•ct!ne·ecded pro-
gram w~ieh ex~~ea ~teae sentences ar.d ~er.erat~a a ~scr~~e­
ecded prorram • 
• lhy not ,. •• tt..e third mett:od or pro,r;:r•m..,.. lnp since it 
la obviously easter to understand? It is true ttat a prograamer 
can code a given proer~ easier and quicker using the lnElieb 
lan~•e• and a compiler than bJ either of tte other t•o methocs . 
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There &re disadvantages , however . The resultin~ machine-
coded program from the compiler may not be as efficient in 
terms of running time . This is due to the generalized charac-
teristics ot the compiler which will produce a lot or extra~ 
neous logic . The programmer usually can ~roduce a ~ore 
efficient prograo if he oachine codes it himself, custom 
tailored to the specific Job . ~achine coding will take longer , 
but coding is a one -t~e project whereas production run time 
1s a factor every time the program is used . The extra time 
necessary to machine code a program may be greatly offset by 
savings in run time over a long oeriod. 
Another disadvantege i n using the english-language 
method of coding is seen in the progrL~ testing ohase . When 
the progra~~er makes an error in his lortc and his program 
''hangs up" or produce$ erroneous results , he must "debug", or 
diagnose , tho proeram. In order to be effective at this debuv -
ging , the prograomer should understand the basic machine code 
ot the eoan.uter . Part of the debugging procedure is to examine 
the stored contents of the computer at the point of trovble 
in the propraa. . In order to analyze this data , the programmer 
must understand machine coding. 
Some computer =anuracturers oversell the use of 
assemblers and compilers as auto~at1c progr~~ing aids , 
elaiminp that anyone can be taught to p~oRram in a few days . 
This appeals to prospective buyers who are interested in 
avoiding tho p~ogramminf costs of highly paid oxpe~ts who 
are capable of machine coding optimum programs . The pitfall 
here is that substandard people may be trained to propram tn 
poeudo code or Enelish language tor a compiler, but they ~ill 
be unable to debug and diagnose their proerams without a 
knowledge or machine codo . 
In our case studies , all of Company A' s progr~~mers 
were trained in the use of machine coding and wrote several 
eo~plex programs in machine code 9rior to ua1n~ a pseudo-code 
or compiler system . The pro£r•~~ers for Co~panies a and C 
never wrote programs 1n machine code ; they utilized a combined 
pseudo code and compiler system . As a result, Company A's 
progr~~ers have a much better understanding of the computer 
and are able to diag-nose problems more readily than programmers 
in Companies B and c . 
The writer feels that the best approach to selecting 
coding methods is to require programmora to !n!tlally use 
machine code on one or ~wo programs to gain a thorough undor-
s t anding of the computer . Then they can phase in~o an assembly 
or compiler system of coding to r ealize the advantoges of 
simplicity and ot!ll be able to !'all back on their knowledge 
of machine code when t~e ttme comes to debug and dlagnoae their 
programs . To reiterate a point , regardless of the ~ettod of 
proeramming , eood proprams can only be produced by ROOd pro· 
gr~~ers . Such talent ia hi~h priced. If a conpany is 
unwilling to pay for high- grade talent , then it haa no busine•s 
trying to install a comouter l 
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Docu.:Dentation 
At various points in this study, reference has been 
made to the need tor written documentation . T~is is espe-
cially important in programming . Some progrL~s are quite 
complex and t'm~ consuminy. In Company A, for example, one 
progro:n."''.ll!" worked for a year and a. half on one proprs.m which 
reaulted in 3 , o00 instruction• . This program calculated 
machine and ~aterial requirements tor releases ot all products 
to the production floor . If the prograro~er had lefL the com-
pany during or after developing this progra:n, 1 t ••ould have 
been impossibl e for another person to assume responsibility 
for this complex program in which the company had invested 
over ~10 , 000 . It ia wise , ~herefore , for a co~pany to insist 
upon thorough, clear doc~~ontation of th8 progra~~1ng efforts 
righ~ from tr.e start . This doc~entation consists of notes 
taken during ayatem analysis and des!~ , flowehartin$ , forma 
design , coding , test re!ults , etc ., all of wtich should be 
well organized and filed in a logical manner . Not only is 
this necessary in the event of personnel turnover , but even 
the original progr•~~•r will have difficulty going back to a 
progr~ he has written earlier without good oocumentat!on Cor 
reference . 
CW.Pl'l:.ll Vl 
CO:I.PUT!:.H SI1'l:: PRJ:;PARA TION 
~ona1deratlona for Slte Selection 
A. ::.onth or tw. or lor to deliver)' d the COCDf'luter 
to the eo=pany, tne co:~uter alta ~ust be prepared. -r4a 
II a costly expenditure wnlch Ia frequently avolde~ by 
~~leamen when signing contracts •lth cuatomora . On a mediu=-
alzed comouter thla can coat up to •oo, ooo for outlding reno -
vatlon , air cond1t1on1n~, !alae floorlnr, , etc . 
C~pany A reorgar.lted ooce or lte offlceo In 
conjunction with 1ta cocnuter- roo: pre9aratlcn and s~e&t 
•so, ooo 1n the proe••• · ~~~any 6 put ita cooputer 1n a 
caaement and built ita o~n cable trou~ha ao •• to avoid the 
hlph costa or !alae flooring and apen~ only ~,000 for site 
preparation . 
Air cond1t1on1nF la a neceaa1ty for a comouter . 
Woat com~uter manufacturer• reco~~end back~p air eond1t1on1n~ 
ot •~• sort . :e 11 toolhardJ to ~Ave onl7 or.e a1r con-
d1t1on1n~ unit •1nce, lf it breaks down, the co= uter e~ 
no lonrer operate . Thll could be disastrous If 1~ happened 
when a pay rol l muat be run oft , for exanple . 
There 11 much preat1pe to be ~aln&d by 1 co~pany in 
hAving an electronic c~mputer which 1~p11ea a proeresslve 
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orpan1zat1on . Some co~panies capitalize on this by plac1n; 
their com~uter site where visitors will see it through largo 
windo·•s . A eo:nnuter site with wall - to-wall cupeting, 11rhts 
blinking on and off, etc . can be quito impressive to customers 
and stockholders . 
Much guidance in computer-site selection and 
preparation can be obtained as a free service froc the com-
puter manufacturer , and the co~pany should take advantage 
of this . The former will supply engineers to •·ork with the 
co~pany •s plant engineers to lay out the site . 
Anotter expense often overlooked in initial planning 
is the eost of supplemental equipment and suoplies for the 
computer site . This includes file cabinets for ~a~net1c reels 
of tape , paper tape aplieen , hpo rew1n<l!ne Wl1ts, stocks of 
continuous forma , furniture and fixtures . Per~ans the ~ost 
expensive item is the inventory of Ma~netic ta?es wh1eh, on 
a mediUJn -sized computer , can run fro!'D .;;8 , 000 to .;10 , 000 . This 
1s another item oft en not mentioned by co~puter salesmen until 
after a contract 1s signed. Again , the co~nuter manufacturer 
can be of great assistance 1n deter~ining requirements for 
~agnetlc tape inventories , filing eab1nets , and other sup-
plemental equipment and supplies . 
Staffing for Co~outer Operations 
A final step in establishing the comouter room is 
that of staffing the operations group. Several types of 
positions are involved, including an operations supervisor , 
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cor.&ole operators, peripheral equip~ent operato~s , ~&£netic 
tape file clerks , keypunch operator s, etc . Some of t~ese 
functions can be handled by the s ame person ; and the size 
of the staft will vary , of course , with the type of cocputer 
and the work load. 
Tr.ere are some general cons10erstions in the 
selection of an operations staff , In order to establish 
an efficient operation , people ot hi~h calibre are neoded 
to operate the computer . A knowledge of progr&I"'·JT:ine: is 
definitely desirable . Also , in view of the treme~dous 
responslbil1tios placed upon them , co~~uter ooerators ~~at 
be highly skilled . They are utilizing a piece of 118chinery 
that may be costing the company $50 per hour . Any ineffi -
ciency can be ~uite costly . St affing the operations group 
with competent people is just as important as building a 
staff of competent protr~ers and analysts . Co~panles A 
and C a t tempted staffing both programmi ng and operations with 
mediocre people in order to keep costs down . It apnears that 
they would have oeen much better off by obtaining fewer , but 
more co~petent (and more hl~hly pai~, individuals , 
Slnce it 1s desirable for operations people to have 
a knowledge of pr ogramming , some co~panies nave phased their 
less competen~ programmers into operations . This can work 
out quite nicely aa the program.mio~ •ttork load decreases and 
the operations staff iS being established . However , a problem 
may ar1se in t~t some progra~ers may not want to bec~e 
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operators since it !.s so.:neti:Des considered a down gradin~ . 
This is unfortun~te becauae operations is just as loportant 
as programming and should have just as ~ueh oresti~e attached . 
It is a common misconception that all that is required to 
operate a computer is someono who can push a outton . 
Anot~er pitfall , evident in all three ot the case 
studies , !s the atte~pt to use personnel in both progra~1ng 
!U2 operat~ons . ~his violates the basic principle ot special · 
1zat1on. Bot~ progr&d~in~ and operations are co~plex joos and 
•hould be full-~ime specialities in order to "ealite opti~um 
results from the people and the comouter . In large co~panies 
with a~ple funds , a high de~ree of specialization is usually 
found ln the computer field . Medtum- 31zed comoani~s tend to 
try euttinF costs by overlapping jobs and ~esponstotlitiea . 
This is unfortunate oeeause , as the writer h~s witnessed in 
the three case studies , they are not f(ett1ne the most out of 
the cornnuter because they are poorly staffed . 
C HA P1'1:.R VII 
T£S':'ING 
Importance of Testing 
As programs are completed , they should go tr~ough 
• series or testing phues before they are put into pro-
duction use on tho computer . Inadequate testine of programs 
can result in chaos when the computer is prematurely put into 
production . One extreme example of this occorred ~n Company B 
where year- end financial reports were produced on the computer 
and distributed, only to learn that the figures were in error 
br over a half m1111on dollnrs , Tb15 was traced to an eFror 
in one of the com~uter progr~s, an error that 4ould have been 
caught by a reasonable ~ount of preliminary testing, 
Testing of programs , t he n, 1s extremely important 
and often neglected . An application such as pay roll , ·•hich 
must balance out to the penny , should be thoroughly tested 
before the programs are used . This is not an easy task . 
Teat data :nust be generated that will test each and overy 
condition and all of the logic incorporated in tho programs . 
The tests have to be ~ado under controlled conditions . The 
correct results must be calculated prior to testing on the 
computer . Constructing exhaustive test data and predicting 
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rea~lta la very time coniU2lng, painful , .nd oorlnr to the 
prorr~er . So~eti~es atte~pts are made to ahort cut the 
teetin~ phases or keep it to a minimum . This Is courting 
dloaoter . Coopany B did little testin~ Of prORrL~a . They 
put new pro~r~! right into production on "llve" data ; end , 
1r tho results looke~ ~ood , t~ey asa~~•d the progr~ wss 
runnln~ correctly . Aa • re~ult, bad re~orta were released 
with erroneous financial data . 
~·ypes of Testing 
There are several phases of test1nv.. The most basic 
Ia testing of an individual prosr~ . Using an ex•~ple or a 
pay-roll application, one pro~r~ ~lgnt be to aecep~ t1:e 
caroa and process agalnot pay- roll files on :&£netic tape to 
calculate a weeKly pay roll . ~est data should be constructed 
to utilize all or tl'l6 lo~ic in the progr&::> . l'he teet data 
should be exhaustivo in oomplsxity but kept to a ~inl~um 
volume . There 1a no point in testinf each logic function more 
than once since the coaputer will alwa7a ~roceaa in the s~e 
pattern. 
A suoaequen~ teat phase ~ay be on a sro~p ot several 
elosely related progrL~J which perhaos 1ntorch•n~e data . The 
purpose or this is to test t~e cozpat1b111ty or progr~s . 
Thla ahould be atte~pted only after each of the individual 
proeramt !nvolved haa been teated b7 the~aelvea . 
'!he next teat phase 1a often referred to as a 
"•1•t•~ tes~" ·~ere all or the pro~r~s are tee:ed for 
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compatibility of the entire system . This is tho final stage 
of testing which utilizes test data . 
The &eld test c~es next when a period of parallel 
operations should be conducted. In this phase , the coop\Zer 
system is put into full production in parallel to the syste~ 
to be replaced . This should last for a sufficient period to 
shake down ~~y remaining errors . Prior to tnis , the files 
must be established on magnetic tape (or whatever storage 
media the computer system specifies) . This process is 
usually referred to as "tile conversion". 
?ile Conversion 
To convert or establish files on magnetic tape is 
one more complex teak wftieh the computer salesman seldom 
mentions in h1a aalea pitch. This process can be q~lto 
involved. If the computer was preceded by punch card equip -
ment , the task is lightened since much of the file data is 
a l ready on input media acceptable to the computer . lf , 
however , all previous data tiles we re under a menual system, 
a great amount of keypunching and data preparation i s necessary . 
In order to convert dat a fi l es to magnetic ta9e , 
spocial one -ti~e programs ar e required since thls operation 
usually must be performed on the computer . 1'here are some 
extra benefits t~At can accrue from this process of tran-
3cript1on . The conversion progra:s can be designed not only 
to read data from punched card and transcribe to magnetic 
tape , but to incorporate an editing and printing function 
1~ 
Which can be quite useful as a permanent means of auditing 
tho magnetic ta?o files . Another by -product of file con-
version is the opportunity to thoroughly purge t~e ~iles or 
inactive and erroneous data . One large company, for example , 
when establishing tape files for a capital equipment ac-
counting application, took the opportunity to utilize the 
high speed of the computer to recalculate depr eciation on 
~illiona of dollars worth of equipment , In this process 
many thousands of dollars worth of errors ~ere uncovered in 
the files . 
Another important consideration in file conversion 
to timing . The files must be established and ready when the 
schedul e calls for parallel operations . This can be quite 
involved. Since thls is a sizeable operation in excess of 
nor~al work loads , it is often difficult to find ~anpower 
available to prepare data for convers1on. Another nroblem 
may arise if unforeseen difficulties delay progr~ testing. 
Files may oe all established, but the programs ore not fully 
tested to accept the files . 1his means that either toe files 
have to be reconverted later or some ~esns of updating them 
in the 1nter1~ must be established . A furcher ?roblem in 
conversion is to provide an audit trail . Once files have 
been placed on Magnetic tape, it is awkward to eain access 
to them for special audits . Care must be taken to provide 
printed listings of data , before and after conver sion, to 
permit auditors to trace finBnclal data . 
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Phasing Out the Old 
A final problem of conversion and parallel run is 
phasing out ot the old system . Company A, for ex~plo , 
experienced severe problems in phastng out its punched card 
tabulating department . This was primarily due to tho pre-
mature loss ot tabulating personnel . No pro~1S$a of reas -
algnmont had been made to those people , and they nqturally 
found e~ployment else~here before Company A was in a position 
to lose them. Tala resulted in near chaos at the ~tme of 
conversion because tho tabulating department stopped per-
forming certain functions before the computer syste~ was 
ready to ass~~• them. If these personnel had been clearly 
earmarked tor positions in computer operations , perbpas they 
could h9ve been retained long enough tn the tabulating 
depart~ent . 
Anothar problem 1n conversion is educating personnel 
throughout the company wherever chanses are necessary in 
policy and procedures . This whole process is delicate , 
complex , and ~uat be we l l p l anned and executed . The entire 
company 1s involved in phasing into a new data processing 
system. Without good planning and co~~unieations , all the 
system analysis and design , progr~lng , ~eating , etc . can 
go co~pletely astray at this point . 
Ct!APTER VIII 
POST -:40RTE'J EVALUATION 
One ama~tng factor , eo~~on to all ~hree co=panles 
used herein as ease studies , is the lack of any atte~pts to 
evaluate the results of the computer installation. It would 
seeo axiomatic thnt a company , after eo~pleting the task of 
installing a computer , would be interested in kno·Ning whether 
this project, lasting several years ~ has pa~d off , There are 
several reasons why this was not done . 
None of the three co~pan1es , in the writer ' S opinion, 
conducted a thorough co~ t ~~ly•1§ of t~etr old data proc-
essing coats , both tangiole and intang ible , as discussed 1n 
Chapter III . Therefore , even it they had wanted to make a 
"before and after" cost analysis , they bad no figures to 
use . The most surprising po1n~ is that they weren't inter -
ested in making such an analysis . The extent of cost analysis 
was limited to an initial co~parison of tabulattn~ equipment 
rental costs versus coo~uter rental costs . Some recognition 
of orogrL~ing and installation eosts was given . The real 
test 1s in a comparison of the overall effect to the company 
of installing the computer in terms of providing a more 
effective flow of data and information throughout tho co10pany. 
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A good reason for this oversight probAbly lies in 
the absorption of the people in the arduous task of just 
tryine to Install the new syste~ and make it work . There 
is no tiMe left for the refine~ent of cost analys1s . This 
is rather disillusioning to the textbook student who has 
naive faith in the business world . It is a shock to learn 
that decisions or great magnitude , such as revamping the 
entire information rlo·w of the company _, are based upon 
nothing more than the smooth talk of a computer salesman 
and the romantic a9peal of an electronic com?uter . 
The writer is familiar with companies who have 
ordered computers because their present dAta processinp 
systern wa.s a -nass or confusion and 1neff1c1eney . You can -
not auto~~te n ness ~ In many instances , straightening out 
~anual , clerical operations is all that a co~~any needs ; and 
there is no just1tic&t1on or need for a co~puter . 
Assuming t~t a co~pany does atteQpt thorough cost 
analysis , is 1t feasible? It is not possible to account for 
10~ of tho before -and - after costs, particulRrly because of 
the :1any intangibles 'Which :nay be of more s1gn1flc•nce than 
the tangible costs . But not to atte~pt costs analysis is 
foolhardy , and the compDny might just as well invest !ts 
money at a race track . 
As ~ent1onod 1n Chapter III , the one -ti~e costs of 
system analysis , dea1£n , progra~~ing , testing , and conversion 
also should be accounted for . These costs should be 
l~ 
considered, alon6 with the aavineo (if any) realized ln 
fixed data processing costa , 1n order to determine the 
br eak - even point . 
All this may sovnd quite obvious to the reader . 
However , these bas ic principles have been violated by several 
companies with which the writer is familiar . Although this 
chapter io quite short , it is felt that cost analysis Is the 
crux of this entire s~udy and deserves emphasis . Although 
no attempt has been made to explore teer~iquea of eost analysis , 
i t i s the intent here to str ess cost analysis and nost-mcrtem 
evalua~ion as the acid test of t he succe3S or fail~re of the 
computer pr ojec t . 
Cl!APTER IX 
CONCLUSIONS 
Summary of Pitfalls 
In the introduc tory discussion in this •tudy, 
attention was directed to the high rate of failure of 
co~puter projects . It was stated that the objectives of 
this study essentially were to investiFate the reasons tor 
these failures . It was further pointed out that because of 
the magnitude of electronic data processing, the study wou ld 
focus on the problems of a single- plant, medium- sized manu-
i"aeturine orranization . There were two reasons 8\,l;pporting 
this choice . ?Jrst , with the continual lo~ering of cooputer 
rental prices accompanied by increased capacity, c~outers 
have come within the pocketbook range of the multitudinous 
companies or medium size. In other words , a sizeable portion 
of comouter usape in the near future \\'i ll be in conpanies 
of this type . Seeondl; , the writer has had the unique oppor-
tunity as a technical representative of a computer manufacturer, 
and also as a custo~er of a computer ~ar.ufaet~rer, to observe 
firsthand tho experiences of a number of menufact~rlng organ-
izations in the process of trying to Install a data processing 
system centered around an electronic computer . Heavy reliance 
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was , thor6fore . placed upon tho experiences of ~hree of these 
companies , augmented by resear ch in textOooks , tr8de publi -
cations , and ?rofesaional publ icat i ons by educational and 
consultin~ organizations . It was 1ntereatin~ to discovbr 
in the course of th1a research that the probleos encountered 
in tho three case studies were not unique , out universal , to 
the electr onic data processing field . 
In pursuin~ this s t udy and writ inp. the paner , the 
standard "sc i entific" approach of analysis , hypothesis , 
teatin£ , and conclusions was atte~pted tn a loose , over -
lap?ing fashion . The wri~er followed this orocodure on each 
factor or fecet separately . In other words , each factor- waa 
separately analyzed and conclusions drawn . It -. ill be the 
objective of this final chapter to r eview and su~~ari~e these 
findings . 
Perhapa the ~oat effective way to accomplish this 
is to list all of the pitfal ls whieb have been discussed 1n 
detai l in the preced i ng chapters : 
1 . One of the first dange rs to consider i s that 
of being prematurely prodded into the eomputer field 
by a computer salesman . A company should pursue this 
area on its own in1t1at1ve and at 1ta own ?ace . Computer 
sal6smen have been quite effective at plunging compan1es 
into tr.e electronic data processing field lonp before 
they w~re ready for it . 
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2 . Once a company becomes interested in a comnuter . 
they should be in a position where the present sys~e~ 
of information flow and data processing is thoroughly 
understood . ~any companies grow rapidly, and there is no 
centralized documentation ot all of the company's poli -
cies and procedures . It is necessary , therefore , &o eonriuct 
a thorough system analysis in order to determine the coat 
and effectiveness of the present system. Thi8 is a loE-
1eal prelude to conside ration of t he potential benefits , 
if sny , of utilizing a computer . 
3 . The scope of utilization of a computer, if 
limited to one or two applications, will not permit the 
c~pany to reslize the full potentisl of the computer . 
For this reason , the total s1stem approach, althoush 
difficult, should be taken right from the start. 
4 , Inadequate analysis of tangible and intangible 
costs makes tho com~uter venture a ?Ure gamble . There are 
those who write this ott sayi ng that accurate cost analysis 
is impossible . If they are unwilling to atte~pt it, then 
they should ~o no further since they have no basis or 
justification tor incurring the high costs of computer 
installation. 
S. The selection of a part1cul•r comout~r s~ould be 
made by experts to insure getting the right eomouter and 
one that will be expandable to meet tho company's fu~ure 
requirements . If a late model computer is selected , ~e 
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co~pany must risk being a pioneer . If an obscure ~odel 
is obtained , there is the risk or poor ~ain&onanee in 
terms of available parts , in addition to the element of 
obeolescer.ce . A computer manufacturer should be selected 
who can provide , alon~ with good hardwar e , expert training 
and ,uidance , rood equipment maintenance , and a wide li -
brary of canned programs (software) . 
6 . The computer project should be staffed with 
competent system analysts , progra~~ers , and operations 
per$onnel . So~e trainees from within &he co~pany are 
acceptable , but experienced experts should be hir6d to 
for~ the hard core of the staff . Most import~~t , leader-
ship and supervision of the group should not oe delegated 
to a 11 !avor1to- son" controller , accountant, etc ., out put 
in the hands of a strong individual with broad experience 
in the field . 
7 . It is a wa&te of money to use a computer to do 
what ia presently being done satisfactorily on taoulating 
equipment or manually . 'Ihe real pay off comes fro:n bold 
new conce~ts in integrated , total system, data processing 
and management information reporting . 
8 . 'l'he temptation to exoloit the services of the 
computer manufacturer can create headaches . 'Ihis merely 
postpones the day of reckoning when the company nuet aas~~e 
the details ot a complex system. Even ~ore important , a 
oetter job will be done if tho eoopany builds its own 
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staff or experts . The Job La not done wnen the eo~outer 
is put into production . New applications , enhnnce~ents . 
and new proble~s necessitate a per~anent staff of exports . 
9 . Automatic proerL~~1ng aids such as asse~blers 
and compilers oisload the uninformed into und~restimatin~ 
the task of staffing for and progra~~1ng the co~puter . 
Those are aids only to qualified progra~T.ers . They do not 
make experts out of novices . 
10. The lack of sound planning ~~d scheduling is 
tnv1t1ng proerastina~ion on a long -tar~ project such as 
system analysis , design , and programming . Although some 
ostimatinf is involved , scheduling should bo accomplished 
as closely as possible and enforced ripht from tho start . 
11 . Manage~ent , e~ployees-·the ent1ro or~anization-· 
should bo oriented early on the objectives, benefits , and 
requirements of the project . Cooperation and supoort is 
a~ from all parties . This co~~un1cat1ons problem 
mus t be faced throughout the project and particularly in 
re l ation to the system freeze (soc Chapter IV) . 
12 . A thorough testing or progra~s on the new system 
should be pursued to minimize problems during initial 
production on the coQputer . 
13 . ?ile conversion and phasing over to the new 
system, particularly on a.n 1n~egrated system, is extreoely 
complex . It must be dono without disrupting the operat1on 
or the company or los1n~ control of financial data . It 
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is facilitated "''hen accom:olished at tht) oeginn1nl7 o!' 1\ 
flo cal yea~ . 
1~ . A post-oorte~ evalua~1on of the orojoct should 
be made to determine if the proJect hn• :r.et ··1 th r~odicted 
cost reductions , improved manage~ent reportinp., increased 
accuracy , otc . the co~pany should bewq~e of ~etting lost 
in t~e complexity o~ tho new syate~ sue~ that they do not 
take the time to evaluate the results . If major revisions 
or reprosrL~~ing are necessary , this should be found out 
and accomplished . 
?uture of Electronic Data Processing 
The reade~ at this point, h~s been so impressed 
(hopefully) with the naFn1tude o~ the oroble~s involved in 
i~!tAlline A ¢0~¢Uter syatom that he wonders why anyone is 
adventurous eno~gh to try it . This wss not the intent of the 
~iter . ~lectronle data processing is only ten years old . 
The~e have been many mistakes made and many dtsapoo~ntmonts; 
however, kno'Nl&dge and experience in the !'leld is increasing . 
Enhancements are continuing to be made not only to equipment 
but to techniques of using this equipment . 
A computer has tremendous potential for use by a 
eo::lp&ny 1n 1ts data proees.,1ng and manae-e'!l.ent information 
flow . The maJor reason for the high de~ree o~ failure is 
t~e false assumption •hat all a company has to do 1s order 
a co~~uter . A computer ia not an electronic brain--it is 
only an electronic tool . To effeco1vely u•llize this tool , 
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a company needs human brains , not electronic brains . It 
requires e~perts who have a healthy respect for the long , 
painful drudgery that 1s necessary in planning for , pro -
gra~1ng , and installin£ the eo~~uter syst&Q. The key to 
success in a comouter venture, as 1n &ny venture, is qual-
ified people . Such talont is high priced ; but unles• a 
company is willing to inves t a s1zeaol8 amount of ~oney in 
such experts , then it should not attempt to install an 
1ntee.rated data process ing system on a computer . 
A CO ·IPUTI::R IS NOT A !I ELECTRONIC BRA I N I 
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